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Carolyn and Ernest Fay Series in Analytical Psychology

David H. Rosen, General Editor

The Carolyn and Ernest Fay edited book series, based initially on the

annual Fay Lecture Series in Analytical Psychology, was established to

further the ideas of C. G. Jung among students, faculty, therapists, and

other citizens and to enhance scholarly activities related to analytical

psychology. The Book Series and Lecture Series address topics of im-

portance to the individual and to society. Both series were generously

endowed by Carolyn Grant Fay, the founding president of the C. G.

Jung Educational Center in Houston, Texas. The series are in part a

memorial to her late husband, Ernest Bel Fay. Carolyn Fay has planted

a Jungian tree carrying both her name and that of her late husband,

which will bear fruitful ideas and stimulate creative works from this

time forward. Texas A&M University and all those who come in con-

tact with the growing Fay Jungian tree are extremely grateful to Carolyn

Grant Fay for what she has done. The holder of the McMillan Profes-

sorship in Analytical Psychology at Texas A&M functions as the gen-

eral editor of the Fay Book Series.





We are not human beings having a spiritual experience;

we are spiritual beings having a human experience.

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin

Roberto Gambini is one of those rare individuals who embodies what

he is lecturing and writing about. He is an analyst for both the indi-

vidual and the world. From the moment I met him, I felt a soul con-

nection, and that is why we started and have continued to call each other

“brother.” Upon arriving at my home, Roberto gave me a gift: a wooden

turtle handmade by the Karajá Indians of Brazil. I was touched because

it is my favorite helping animal, and there are many of them in various

forms around my house. How did Roberto know? He said that he just

knew on a deep intuitive level. The turtle in American Indian mythol-

ogy, as well as other cultures, is a symbol of the Earth or Great Mother.1

The meaning of this animal is central to efficacious love and work. It is

all about being grounded and going slow (in order to attend to every-

thing and complete creative activities—recall the old fable of “The

Tortoise and the Hare”). The turtle’s two homes are water and earth,

both are related to the feminine principle. Hence, the turtle also repre-

sents flowing harmoniously with one’s situation, yet when necessary

standing firmly on the ground for one’s position, as well as exhibiting

motherly compassion. The truth is that we are never alone as children

or adults (culture and one human family) of the Earth (World Soul).

We are a product of and always connected to the Great Mother Earth.

After Roberto’s Fay Lectures were over, he wanted to go to West Texas

to see Marfa, where the film Giant was made. The first day he was going

to visit Enchanted Rock (a sacred American Indian site sort of like Ayers
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Rock in Australia). Roberto drove through the park and decided not

to climb to the top of the rock. As he turned to head back to

Fredericksburg, he noticed something green in the road. Roberto

stopped his car, got out, and picked up a live turtle off the pavement. It

looked like a ceramic turtle I had made in Japan that he had seen at my

home. He thought it was a sign. After letting the turtle go free in a grassy

field, Roberto then returned to Enchanted Rock and made it to the top

in time for the sunset. He had a moment of epiphany and peace. In

memory of the event, Roberto wrote this haiku:

Green turtle on asphalt

Unexpectedly

My friend is with me

The turtle synchronicity is the same kind of unconscious-to-conscious

link that Frank McMillan III had just before his father decided to en-

dow the first professorship in analytical (Jungian) psychology at Texas

A&M University. Frank III dreamt that saplings of trees were growing

up through cement. This vivid archetypal dream echoes the central

theme of this book: Soul and culture (Nature and human nature), a

joining of opposites. It parallels the fact that now half of the students

at Texas A&M are female and the fastest growing college is Liberal Arts;

historically it was all male, military, and focused primarily on agricul-

ture and mechanics (engineering). As John Sanford said, “The soul

herself, which is always feminine, must be present if healing is to oc-

cur.” And healing is a process toward wholeness.

As he outlines in his preface, Roberto Gambini’s book concerns five

aspects of soul and culture. Five is a number of change, and change we

must if we are to preserve soul and culture. His five chapters focus on

the collective unconscious becoming conscious. Gambini starts in chap-

ter  by investigating the front pages of the leading São Paulo newspa-

per, finding evidence of archetypes and the collective unconscious.

In light of the terrorist attacks on September , , everything has

changed in America and the world. Now Gambini’s second chapter,

“Soul Making in the New World,” takes on a new and special signifi-

cance. We must confront and transform evil on a world scale. We must
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prevent omnicide—what I call mass or world suicide—and focus on

the whole human family based on Earthly spiritual values.2 Jung’s cen-

tral archetype of the Self (imago Dei, Supreme Being, or Higher Force)

needs to be the primary ordering principle for the individual psyche

(soul), as well as for the World Soul and culture (one human family).

We must have this vision if we are to transcend egoistical nations and

truly become a spiritual global village grounded by an effective United

Nations. We have the means to feed, clothe, shelter, and educate all

members of the world living on this planet Earth. We can achieve har-

mony and peace. The choice is ours, but it means transforming war-

ring nations (like individuals full of rage, hell-bent on homicide and

suicide) through nationcide (like egocide) and creating an integrated

and interdependent, healthy, soulful one world community.3 In chap-

ter , “Urban Trees as Mirrors of the Soul,” I am again reminded of Frank

McMillan III’s dream, which is related to Jung’s psychology being at

Texas A&M University, and Gambini’s giving voice to injured trees as

a reflection of our injured souls. Gambini’s fourth chapter, “The Al-

chemy of Cement in a Modern City,” also relates to Frank III’s dream

and for the need of combining opposites, which leads to a new cre-

ation. Gambini writes insightfully about how the artist is the soulful

healer of our decaying cities. The last chapter, “Bringing Soul Back to

Education,” is an ingenious idea about what is required in the educa-

tion of our youngest children. As revealed by the children’s colorful

pictures and important words, the power of dreams in the classroom

is a testament to the soul’s natural healing force.

Roberto Gambini is a shaman-like guide, and this healing book,

which contains turtle soul medicine, is a needed map for navigating

through treacherous waters. The key is the crossing and arriving safely

on the other shore. We can only accomplish this with great sacrifice

(which means to make sacred), thereby establishing one world where

everyone is secondary to a Higher Force. And let us remember the wis-

dom of the Talmud, which characterizes immortality as three things:

() having a child or children; () planting a tree or trees; and () writ-

ing a book or books or creating other artistic products. This timely and

timeless book will help us save our soul and culture.

—David H. Rosen







The great challenge of our time is the urgent need to transform the way

we are used to looking at what we call “reality.” It has taken centuries for

our Western minds to come to an uncritical certainty that life, or the

world, or reality—the name has no importance—has two dimensions:

one out there, and another here inside. Object and subject have become

the leading protagonists of the most dramatic stage narrative ever imag-

ined. Facing each other, arguing with each other, combating and sepa-

rating each other by means of all kinds of reasons, weapons, and con-

victions, both actors have endeavored throughout the centuries—at least

in the Western half of the planet—to reassert themselves as completely

different from their opponent, their radically different Other.

We are now entering an age in which it is no longer possible to believe

that time-honored enactment. The masks are falling apart, only to reveal,

to a surprised audience, that the actors are twins, even if they play con-

trasting roles. The number two is being superseded by the number one.

All that for ages has been perceived as duality is coming to a point of no

return, in which everyone begins to see that two is just one with two sides.

What a challenge for dramatists! If two is one, then out is in—and

what to do with thousands of books, countless theories, widespread

certainties that explained the world, reality, human life? What to do

with all of that? Well, just simply let it all change! What we call “real-

ity” seems to want us to change and understand it in a new way. Reality

is tired of our repetitious narrowness.

What is reality requiring from us at this point in the history of con-

sciousness? That we mature, leave behind our adolescent grandiose

fantasies of knowledge, and be brave enough to look at it with new eyes

and realize that reality is still more complex, more subtle, and more

intelligent than we had thought so far. It wants us to recognize its in-

genuity in being a concealed double mirror, not just an opaque object
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to be looked at, but something that reflects the very nature of the ob-

server.1 What reality wants is that we discover that when we are look-

ing at it we are at the same time looking at us: humans mirror outside

reality, and reality mirrors our soul. No separation, just correspondence.

This idea is so ancient.

What a change in the ruling principle of collective consciousness lies

ahead! It may take a long time to be assimilated, but slowly it will pen-

etrate into old states of mind. The change is almost frightening, if we think

of all the practical consequences, the necessary revisions, the enormous

waste that will be generated. But there is no choice: either we advance

along the road of knowledge, or we will be devoured by the logic of a

reality that we failed to follow up on in all its subtlety.

Soul and culture are two sides of the same coin. In this book, I will

illustrate this as simply as possible. We can no longer understand history

as separate from psyche, as if it were not ruled by myths and mentalities,

or as if mentalities were not shaped by concrete conditions of life. If both

reflect each other, they are but two forms of the same substance.

Before I graduated as an analyst from the C. G. Jung Institute in

Zurich, Switzerland, I obtained a master of arts in social sciences at the

University of Chicago, in the United States. In Brazil, my home coun-

try, I had already received bachelors’ degrees both in law and in sociol-

ogy. The depth and openness of Jungian psychology allowed me, in due

time, to bring together the extroverted approach of the social sciences—

sociology, anthropology, history, law, and political science—and the

introverted approach of analytical psychology, with its focus on inner

realities. As I went on with my studies and researches, I gradually noted

that a certain standpoint was taking shape in my attempt to understand

the circumstance of humanity. Of course I was familiar with Jung’s

theory of the Unus Mundus2 and all the intellectual associations he

brought up from forgotten philosophical traditions to support it. But

I had never consciously intended to work theoretically with that sub-

ject, although it has become one of the foundations of my work as an

analyst. In the last twenty-five years of my research in this area, I met

the unitarian world in all the topics that came to my attention.

In this book I will present five pieces tied together by this common

foundation, an approach that is always inquiring about the secret bond
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between out there and here inside, or as I have called it, between Soul

and Culture.

In the first chapter, entitled “The Collective Unconscious Comes to

the Newspaper,” I invite you to look at a collection of  and 

front-page clippings from a popular Brazilian newspaper. Something

very strange happened during that period. Leafing through the news-

paper over coffee, readers could suddenly find incredible mythological

images, archetypal motifs, and dream scenes that usually appear in

Fellini films or art books. My chapter is an attempt to understand and

explain that surprising phenomenon.

Following that, in “Soul Making in the New World,” I will take you

to the sixteenth century, when European consciousness found itself face

to face with a completely different kind of humanity, which frightened

it to the bone and triggered the immediate construction of all kinds of

defenses in order not to lose its own identity. The problem is that, at

the same time, our Latin American identity was being built, and this is

a reality that can only be understood if we make history and analytical

psychology join hands.

From that trip to the past we move to present-day São Paulo. We

will walk together in different kinds of neighborhoods, looking up at

trees, and trying to understand what is happening to them. Most are

suffering to such an extent that it will be hard not to feel moved by them.

Our question will be: what are these poor trees telling us about the state

of our souls? You will find this piece of reflection under the title “Ur-

ban Trees as Mirrors of the Soul.”

In the fourth chapter, called “The Alchemy of Cement in a Modern

City,” we will again take a walk, this time inside an ugly, dilapidated

building in the old center of São Paulo, to watch and comment on an

art exhibit dealing with cement, sand, debris, filth, and polluted water.

It may be a bit unpleasant to your good taste, but I urge you to come

along, because I want to show you how medieval alchemy—the art of

transmutations—is operating today to regenerate what has decayed

inside our psyche and outside in the megalopolis.

We will close our journey going back to the little benches where we

sat in kindergarten. In “Bringing Soul Back to Education: Dreams in

the Classroom,” we will try to follow step by step the fantastic world of
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children’s dreams, as they tell them to their teachers and colleagues.

Our point of interest will be: is there no room for the unconscious at

school? What happens when education and analytical psychology col-

laborate to achieve a higher level of understanding of these highly so-

phisticated beings that we call “children”?

I hope my invitation will not disappoint you, and before I close,

please allow me to mention three people who are essential for Soul and

Culture’s existence. The first is Carolyn Fay, who, with her freedom of

mind, has had the inspiration to create and sponsor a series of annual

lectures at Texas A&M University, thus allowing Jungian analysts from

different cultures to express freely their views on a rich variety of sub-

jects. Also, through her generosity, the Fay Book Series in Analytical

Psychology was created. At this point enters David Rosen, who coor-

dinates the Fay Lectures and edits the Fay books. He gives the speakers

excellent conditions to express their deepest thoughts in an environ-

ment full of care, freedom, and friendship. In cases such as mine—I

am not a native English speaker—he even takes the trouble to revise

manuscripts and make sensitive corrections and suggestions. He also

has enormous patience with people like me, who have certain difficul-

ties using e-mail or delivering material on time. I also want to thank

the Texas A&M University Press for understanding that my work re-

lies heavily on images that had to be printed with the text to make it

intelligible. And finally comes Fátima Salomé Gambini, with whom I

shared the feelings, intuitions, ideas, and initiatives that enabled me to

carry out my researches. Through her interest and receptivity, I had

the courage to believe and love them.
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The Collective Unconscious

Comes to the Newspaper

My way of working as a Jungian, intellectually speaking, is to let my-

self be impressed and influenced by the place where I live, the spirit of

the time, and whatever touches my soul, with the least criticism pos-

sible. It is fascinating to notice how the soul itself calls my attention

from time to time and whispers in my ear: “Hey, why don’t you pay

closer attention to this or that; why don’t you try to say something about

it from my point of view?” It is very refreshing and reassuring to make

this kind of commitment to listen to your soul’s intention that you

could apply your knowledge, your intelligence, and your equipment

to shape something that is not yet in scholarly books. So I have allowed

myself to skip from observing and photographing damaged trees to

considering new dimensions of art works, newspapers, city planning,

native Indian psychology, education and the unconscious, and so on.

This is how I have been building a collection of topics.

For Jung, myth and mythical images were self-expressions of the

soul. The soul would tell humanity, in each different culture and in

varying moments of time, something like, “This is what life is really

about; this is what we are all here for; this is what we are made of; this
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is where we are going.” Myth is very different from science, but it can

be as deep, as encompassing, and as inspiring.

If you remember, Jung used mythological comparisons to make

hallucinations understandable. One of his first works was translating

the unintelligible language of Babette, one of his first patients in the

psychiatric hospital in Zurich, and in so doing he opened the door to

the understanding of the mutterings and visions of schizophrenics or

those in altered states of consciousness, having shown that bizarre,

surreal, weird, unheard of contents, behaviors, words, and images can

find parallels in mythological themes.

Mythology is like the water under the ground upon which we are

all standing. If we connect to that mythic level, we can assess ourselves

and our circumstances more deeply and see meaning in certain aspects

of human life that might easily pass unnoticed. Newspapers allow us a

link to the river of myths.

Newspapers are part of the media. Medium is a Latin word that

means a vehicle to intermediate, to transmit information, or to let the

psyche express itself. Perhaps, deep down, what a medium does is to

allow for the embodiment or incorporation of the psyche, as in

mediumistic phenomena—something Jung also studied in the begin-

ning of his career. A medium would lower ego consciousness for the

purpose of giving expression to unconscious aspects of his or her per-

sonality, of groups, of culture at large, and even to transmit voices of

the dead. A newspaper would then be a medium in the same sense. It

could give form and body to new knowledge, new perceptions of re-

ality, or emerging values. But we know that the media, as the fourth

power in a democratic society, is not ruled exactly by that principle,

but by commercial convenience and the political interests of the Es-

tablishment—a sociological term for what we call collective con-

sciousness.

Most of us read the newspaper every morning. In a certain period

of my life I refused to read the newspaper due to rebellion, excessive

introversion, or sheer lack of interest and habit. It may have happened

to some of you. When I see people putting their faces in front of those

huge double pages I wonder what are they really doing. Are they read-

ing the paper as they would a piece of literature, a poem, a report, a
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letter? Probably many different things happen when you read the news-

paper. First, you can take some time for yourself. You then have a good

alibi not to be disturbed, because obviously you are doing something

important for your career and your status as a conscious citizen. You

can legitimately put a screen in front of your face and then connect

the emotions, fantasies, thoughts, and inner dialogues you are having

in that moment. You can let your inner newspaper unfold, and it can

be much more engaging than the touchable one: you are not reading

anything really, you are only watching your inner film. Or you can do

active, if not mainly passive, imagination while you look at the printed

news: you can project the worst possibility of your shadow onto crimi-

nals, onto those being accused of utterly immoral deeds, or those in-

volved in scandals, in pathological or deviant behavior. Or then you

can project still unrealized potentials onto scientists, artists, pioneers,

winners in general. In a newspaper one could find echoes, personal-

izations, and equivalents for a good part of our inner world of images,

thoughts, and emotions. So there is a lot of psychic processes going on,

and I think we should pay more attention to what happens while we

do such a simple and commonplace act as opening a newspaper in front

of our eyes—like a mirror—everyday.

In my home town I subscribe to a newspaper, a traditional and influ-

ential one called precisely O Estado de São Paulo. It is more than one

hundred years old and almost four hundred thousand copies are

printed everyday, reaching one million readers on special weekends,

with nationwide distribution—and think how big Brazil is. It is some-

thing like The New York Times, the main difference being that it is a

Third World newspaper, and that counts—but it has the same basic

structure and outlook.

In mid-, I was perusing the paper over morning coffee, before

seeing my first patient. A particular image caught my whole attention.

Overwhelmed, I asked myself, “What is happening here? This is not

the place for such an image. It belongs in a Jungian book, a big art book,

but not on the front page of a newspaper!” So I cut out that page and

kept it in a folder, not knowing whether anything else might develop.

A few days later, another image called my attention in a similar way,

and I decided to collect front pages such as these two and verify a
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hypothesis. Was something new happening here? Were archetypal im-

ages “wanting” to invade, or take over, this very conservative political

space, the most influential national newspaper’s front page? As my

collection grew, this hypothesis seemed to hold true, and then I thought

that culture, or collective consciousness, in certain moments of time

wants to open up and make room for contents that are emerging from

the collective unconscious. Seemingly, this was the ripe time for it to

happen. Maybe some aspects of the unconscious were moving toward

the visible surface of perception in order to be assimilated and recog-

nized in a new way, following a necessity and a finalistic logic far be-

yond our full rational grasp. If there is some truth to this, an impor-

tant psychic process would be taking place, and then my working hy-

pothesis is correct: our culture is ready and intends to integrate a little

bit more of its great unknown matrix, just that bit it is able to swallow

in the present time. If this is really happening, we can all realize that

important psychological, cultural, and social changes are on the make.

We can then stimulate this process, deepen it, work on it, elaborate on

it, and detect possible consequences.

We all know, after all that Jung said, that collective consciousness

has to change before outward reality may change. All historical trans-

formation—let us put it bluntly—starts at the psychic level, although

social scientists still resist the idea. Before we have new images, new

values, new myths, and new ways of understanding and functioning,

nothing new will happen in the outside realm. No social or cultural

forms will appear.

I will now present images from the front pages of a newspaper. My

comments will relate to the hypothesis I mentioned. Interestingly

enough, one year or so after I had started collecting these clippings,

all of a sudden the same front page became dull again, with all those

mind-inspiring images vanishing into the blue from where they came.

I cannot explain why, from mid- to mid-, there was this blos-

soming of soul images in a very conservative newspaper, which just as

suddenly stopped—the visual outlook of the front page going back to

what it had always been. I certainly could research that further. For

instance, I could call and make an appointment with the newspaper’s

headquarters, talk to the front-page photograph editor of that period,
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and ask if they were aware of what they were doing. I could have in-

quired if it were a marketing experiment or a specific taste of the per-

son in charge, who then might have been dismissed or dissuaded to go

on playing with images. But I have not done it thus far. You could le-

gitimately think that all I am and will say is nothing but the result of a

person’s deliberate action, and that I am just one of those Jungians who

believe in what they intuit and sense, fooling themselves and the pub-

lic with the vain assumption that what sounds true to them has gen-

eral validity. All I can say is that I think my hypothesis is true, and that

I am taking risks. Now decide for yourself. But are we in the field of

rational certainties? I prefer to say that this hypothesis does good for

the soul and harms no one. Recently, I was courteously given a local

newspaper to read over breakfast. It was dull, like any other paper

concentrating on sports, with very unimaginative images. I wonder if

this particular paper has always been like that, if it will ever change or

not. Now that I am engaged in this work I look for evidences

everywhere—and this is the excitement of it.

In , René Descartes compared the creation of memory images

in the brain to the indelible traces left by needles piercing a piece of

stretched-out silk fabric.1 It is a fitting metaphor for what happens when

we look at an archetypal image. The brain, like the silk tissue, is im-

printed by the outer image, which then is retained in an inner “archive.”

In the seventeenth century the thought was already current that im-

ages definitely made an impression on the brain. They would not say

“psyche,” because that was the time in which rational empiricism was

the great new achievement. And, nowadays, with depth psychology and

neurophysiology, we know much more about that phenomenon—or

do we really? It is very probable that when we look at archetypal im-

ages something of the sort happens. Something definitely powerful, to

say the least, happens when we come in contact with archetypal im-

ages of any kind—nice or ugly, benevolent or destructive—we just do

not know exactly what. Even if we do not pay enough attention, sub-

liminally they reach us and affect our psyche. This is precisely our con-

cern. To illustrate this, I have distributed my material into categories:

“The World of Myth,” “The Elements,” “The Animal World,” “The

Dream World,” “Power,” and “The Anima.”
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The World of Myth

The first newspaper front page image that impressed me was a row of

funerary urns belonging to a museum in Beirut (see figure ). The

museum had been closed for twenty-two years and was then reopen-

ing. That was the news. The sarcophagi on display were two thousand

years old. The diagonal line in which they were pictured alluded to a

receding and lost past, conveying the notion that silent witnesses of

immemorial time were coming back to contact with us in the present.

Looking at this photograph, side by side with very matter-of-fact news,

I suddenly realized that the unique quality of this image carried away

and ignited my imagination into timelessness. But the following pic-

ture, which I saw a few days later, was the crucial one, for it set me to

work systematically with a clear hypothesis in mind.

A diver explores the muddy waters in which Alexandria was once

submerged and is overwhelmed (look at his eyes inside the mask) when

he finds himself face to face with a statue of the goddess Isis (see figure

). Is this not a perfect image to illustrate the encounter between the

male ego and the feminine anima archetype drowned for ages in the

unconscious? Of course, the caption would not make allusions of this

kind, but you do not have to be a Jungian to be affected immediately

by the suggestive strength of such an image.

In the same week a front page featured the secretary of the treasury,

violence, and a statue of Ramses being fished out of dark waters. Maybe

the editor played with the idea of placing two power figures together,

perhaps believing to be subtly ironic. But there is much more to it: the

archetype of power reasserting its timelessness and the possibility of

consciousness and the mythical unconscious coming together in a new

kind of relationship.

Another front page pictured our president in front of the cross, and,

below him, Spiderman in Times Square, New York. The news was that

a huge balloon suddenly deflated and fell over a crowd that tried hur-

riedly to escape the untimely attack. The image provided a glimpse of

the surprising life that quickly animated a mythic being, as if it had

only pretended to be lifeless.
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In the next example, the subtitle indicates that city officials are not

efficient and careful enough to have public statues properly cleaned

from time to time (see figure ). But the surreal image of bees coming

out of hollowed eyes immediately transports the viewer to the world

of archetypal imagination, fairy tales, poetry, and art. The contrast is

shocking: above, you read “Interest rates go down,” then there is a bridge

and a church. But the focus of attention is the Dali-like, other-worldly

vision used to illustrate a rather irrelevant piece of information. Do

bees spring forward from the innermost of our minds, through the

holes of our eyes, when we face the gods? Or do they send their bees to

provoke us?

Another newspaper cover grouped a soccer player, our green and

yellow flag, racing cars, and a mythological monster left behind some-

where after Rio’s Carnival parade was over. The great Dionysian fes-

tivity lasting for days has come to an end, but an imaginary beast

insists to stay with us in our daily state of mind. Is that not precisely

what happens in the psyche? Bugs and beasts and monsters can come

to us at any time, regardless of official dates when they are allowed to

run free.
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The Elements

First we have a picture of Jupiter taken from a satellite (see figure ),

alongside a scene of violence and Pinochet, the Chilean dictator who

was trying to escape judgment for the atrocities he committed. The

remote planet’s intriguing texture is what catches the eye—one can-

not figure out at once if it is a road system, or some high-tech fabric,

or some kind of animal hide seen through a zoom lens. Then you real-

ize that you never laid your eyes on that distant body before. This is

the first time. The next probable association is with unlimited space,

celestial bodies in eternal rotation, the dance of the spheres, cosmo-

logical order, and, why not, the fantasy of extra-terrestrial life, ETs,

aliens—for just a few seconds. Then we come back to old, dark, satur-

nine Pinochet.

I found a similar case in a page displaying a satellite shot of the

Amazon basin all dotted with red points indicating forest devastation

by arson fire. We could think of technology: “How good that now we

have satellites to tell us unmistakably what is really happening down

here.” But this dramatic and very modern image could also take us di-

rectly to the medieval notion of the all-seeing eye of God. Christian

education has for centuries taught every child, in a period when imagi-

nation is getting organized, that whatever happens in this world, how-

ever big or small—a dead leaf falling from a tree, your thinking dirty

thoughts—is witnessed by the omnipresent and omniscient eye of God.

Satellites and their potent cameras—and this was not part of the tech-

nological blueprint—have become the modern equivalent of that tran-

scendental eye, because they keep watch over the whole world and es-

pecially Earth, scanning every square mile of its surface, bringing to our

vision scenes that we cannot see from our ground perspective. Images

such as this, or the prior one, are archetypal and psychologically pow-

erful. They put us in God’s place, enabling us to see the creation from

his perspective. Satellites look at us as God once did or still does. And

then we are very close to the central ethical question: because we did

what is photographed, and we can see it, who is responsible?

Consider the front-page grouping of a rock singer, the subject of

the public deficit, and the information that fifty million people in
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Northern South America will be able to watch the millennium’s last

eclipse of the sun. Mankind has been staring at the sun’s image for thou-

sands of years, since the dawning of culture and consciousness. The

sun is one of the first symbols conceived by man to convey the source

of life, of light, power, divinity, sacredness, numinosity, of conscious-

ness itself, painted and sculpted in rocks all over the planet. Eclipses have

always been dreadful episodes, due to the anxiety they created about

the eventual return of light and normalcy. So here we are faced, on the

front page, with an image that could be found on the back wall of a cave.

We are unconsciously thrown back to archaic religious reverence for

the sun god. For a split second, we share the mind of our Zoroastrian,

Mithraic, Aztec, or Tupi predecessors. And then we go to work.

Water and wind also make their appearance. What is the point of

newspaper photograph of a boat competition? Wind, sails, water. Re-

gardless of whatever is written under the image, the page establishes a

subliminal connection between the viewer and the elements.

Fire and water have occupied the imaginings of many astrologers

and alchemists in medieval times in their efforts to understand how

opposing qualities can destroy each other or produce something new, if

they only collaborate and integrate. An image of fire, not in the fireplace

but let loose in a forest, conveys immediately the feeling of uncontrol-

lable danger, destruction, and devastation. It is a dormant feeling,

because if it were closer to the conscious mind, a national outcry would

move politicians to do something to curb this tragic situation. A ship

approaching disturbingly close to a shore, where a couple quietly rests

on an easy chair (see figure ), puts us in a Fellini atmosphere, or in a

dream far away from routine. Another day, readers could view the Rio

airport on fire. Behind the news, we have the ancient fight of the

elements, fire, earth and air, and not enough water, reminding us that

concrete solidity may become suddenly vulnerable and that even the

utmost technology is not beyond the powers of nature.

The last image of this series is a fantastic rainbow (see figure ). Our

country, like many others in the Third World, has deep, cruel social

problems: thirty million people living in misery, disproportionate

concentration of wealth in the hands of five percent of the population,

corruption, underdevelopment, malnutrition, unemployment, poor
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housing, illiteracy, violence, impunity, urban degradation, misuse of

natural resources, attacks on the biosphere, shadow politics. When the

rainbow appears, our unconscious fantasy might go back to the Cov-

enant, to the reunion and harmony between heavens and earth, an

image that might by itself arouse the feeling of hope, compassion, for-

giveness, relief from pain, evoking some transcendental force that might

one day kindle our hearts and reshape our social shadow.

The Animal World

One front page managed to put together terrorism, violence, and an

elephant’s tooth. A common first reaction to such an incongruous as-

semblage is surprise, laughter, amusement. A veterinarian in the local

zoo extracted an oversized tooth to alleviate the elephant’s pain. So

what? That tooth does not fit with national politics, and yet it has in-

truded into our attention, only to awaken distant information we all

have, but do not use, about what is happening on this planet not only

with elephants, but with wildlife in general. The tooth was extracted,

and now, due to the very incongruity of the image, it lies in our hands.

An intriguing picture taken in northeastern Brazil accompanied a

story about a drought. Poor people in that part of the country chroni-

cally have to cope with extremely difficult living conditions because of

long dry seasons, a century-old problem that goes unsolved because

economic resources are never properly allocated in building dams,

providing irrigation, or promoting social welfare. Instead, public funds

are retained by corrupt officials and local tycoons. Everybody in the

country knows it, but the situation stays the same. The image shows

no famine, no migrants, no dry landscape—which we all have in our

memory. Like many other images that we have seen here, it has a dream-

like, or movie-like quality. In the picture, geese pass in front of a fast-

food shop named “Green Sea,” but actually this place is far from the

tropical shores. There is no green water here, and it has not rained for

years. It is now known that geese possess a sharp instinct that orients

them toward water, even if it is miles away (elephants have this too, by

the way). Humans, unfortunately, lack this capacity, so when a long

drought affects a whole region, people wander about with no precise
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sense of orientation, except the collective notion that they should mi-

grate to larger cities in southern Brazil. São Paulo has for decades hosted

such massive currents of social refugees, which results in a displace-

ment of the problem from the rural to the urban milieu. This image,

by focusing on the geese, might suggest that instinct, rather than a so-

cially and ideologically conditioned sense of orientation, might have

an unexpected part to play in this drama.

Images of the animal world are important for our imagination and

thinking, because, as we know—or refuse to know—they might van-

ish sooner than we expect. If and when that nameless deed happens, it

will have been the result of our actions and decisions. We are so dan-

gerously close to this possibility, and we still know so little about them.

We still do not understand them and do not appreciate them for what

they are, despite their utility, economic value, or the functions they fulfill

for us. We still have not developed the capacity to value natural life, in

all its forms, for itself, and that is the bottom of the question.

A certain front page illustrated an undisguised archetype of moth-

erhood, a baby gorilla looking at its mother. We could probably still

learn something about this relationship by observing animal behav-

ior, as some researchers have been doing, better than by developing

projective theories about mother-infant bond. Such theories tell more

about our complexes than the workings of the mother archetype. All

the attributes of the good mother are present in this female gorilla; yet,

in my country, this animal is seen as a clown or a brute, and its name is

used in a pejorative way. Immediately below the gorillas’ picture, the

newspaper printed a picture of an athlete being treated for some neu-

rological malfunction. The newspaper makes us perceive, willingly or

not, the archetype of caring and nurturing and the evident similarity

between us and them.

On the same page, a helicopter performs an emergency landing in a

highway, “while,” we might say, a human hand touches a baby anteater

(see figure ). We have no contact whatsoever with anteaters. For most

of us, they could be extra-terrestrials. We simply kill them. We do not

know who they are, how they behave, about their unique way of being.

An image such as this might make us briefly wonder why we do not

relate to animals on a deeper level.
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A man who rescued a dog from drowning in a flood got so attached

to it that neither one could leave the other. A picture of the pair in-

vokes a positive, mind-inspiring image of a bond between humans and

animals. The feeling is also present in a scene of a man rescuing a fright-

ened horse from imminent death.

A newspaper photograph featured two birds of different species: a

tiny common city bird feeding an abandoned nestling. This bird, often

alluded to as a metaphor, is known, as an adult, for its habit of eating

other birds’ eggs in the nest. Do we not have here an image of animal

compassion, tolerance, and positive inter-racial relationship that hits

the core of human alienation and selfishness?

I encountered an image of a unique bird, a truly archetypal archi-

tect, that builds nests—actually houses—out of mud. These little huts

are cleverly built and located. A bending at the entrance prevents snakes

or other predators from entering them to steal eggs or chicks. The birds

are stable and monogamous, and they can be regarded as a remote at-

tempt by nature to experiment with the archetype of a nuclear family

living in a single house, long before humans developed that form. Build-

ing joint nests is an innovation. Greater São Paulo has eighteen mil-

lion inhabitants, and there is practically no space left for new housing.

So the birds express the situation and adapt to the housing shortage

problem by building skyscrapers, or new urban development experi-

ments of cohabitation. People living in the neighborhood told the re-

porter that some of these houses are “for rent,” having been used by

the first owners and then abandoned. Young couples would then make

second-hand use of these available homes, instead of taking the trouble

to build new ones—as is the pattern of behavior in the countryside.

This image brings to mind the insight that birds and humans are in

the same boat.

On another mind-intriguing front page, scientists are researching a

particular phosphoric substance in lightning bugs (see figure ). The

idea is that the chemical element that creates that typical green light

might be an innovative cancer treatment. Here we are between science

and poetry. In alchemy, where such ideas were common, the green light

was the healing light of nature, lumen naturae, a new understanding

of reality hidden in the unconscious.2 In this same line of imaginal
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research we could place this picture of a dangerous caterpillar (see fig-

ure ), whose poison is so lethal and concentrated that it can kill a man

instantaneously. Nature: curing or killing. These two images can trig-

ger in the viewer, consciously or not, the homeopathic principle that

like cures like and of working with disparate polarities.

Related to the habitat of the animal world, a dramatic picture of huge

tree trunks being transported for sale triggers our consciousness about

the consequences of the progressive destruction of the largest rain for-

est in the world. Sometimes the media come up with metaphors that

make the situation more promptly understandable, such as saying that

so many soccer fields together are being destroyed every minute. Our

daily consciousness is reluctant to take in information of this type,

which might put us, over breakfast, in bitter contact with the most

urgent problems of humanity, its destructive actions, its harmful un-

consciousness, and the imminent danger that hovers over the plant and

animal world.

I found a story on the aftermath of an oil spill illustrated by what

looked like a bronze statuette. It is actually a desperate water bird, im-

mobilized by dark, thick oil penetrating its feathers. We are growing

callously accustomed to ecological disasters, this time in Rio. In the

picture, the bird spreads its wings open to dry in the warm sun, but to

no avail. The image seemingly conveys the hopeless creature’s plea for

mercy.

In my first dream after I began analysis in Zurich in , I saw two

fishes in a pond. Heinrich Karl Fierz, a close disciple and collaborator

of Jung, asked me if I had ever heard that the old alchemists wrote about

two fishes swimming in opposite directions. He then opened a book

and showed me a picture from a seventeenth-century work called “The

Lambspring Figures.”3 People begin analysis hoping that the opposites

will constellate, and consciousness will start to develop a new relation-

ship with some unconscious content—in my case, the fish. More than

twenty years later, I found this very same image—two fishes agonizing

in a polluted pond—on a prosaic newspaper page. The fish represent a

collective problem of the Piscean era, the splitting or coming together

of the opposites. Even a disposable piece of paper can be a mirror for

the soul.
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The Dream World

The image of a bridge that seems to lead to infinity, as the paper shows,

sometimes visits us in our dreams or in idle imagination. The language

of dreams wants to be understood by consciousness and culture. Our

task is to realize that desire. People who undergo analysis—and po-

ets—develop a way of speaking through images that is clearly richer

than the prevalent language of abstractions. Contact with dreams and

imagination teaches us a particular way of describing inner reality and

to follow the strange logic of images in transformation. This is definitely

a development, a cultural step forward: we become sensitive to dreams

both inside and outside, and we detect the subtle mirror relationship

they have with us. This is a source of knowledge and inspiration that

transcends language. Meaning starts to glow in minute events and ex-

periences of everyday life.

The paper sometimes shows pictures of flooded areas of the town.

Most people, at least once, have had a dream in which part of their house

is covered by water—the garden, the backyard, the lounge, the bath-

room. Water is all around their bed, inside their drawers. Water invades

their habitat. An unconscious part of the psyche presents itself force-

fully to be acknowledged as such, imposingly, irresistibly. Or then, gar-

bage appears in all sorts of inadequate places. Garbage can be a very

dirty shadow, or, as prima materia, the place in which the emerald was

lost. It can be many things and also a complex urban problem. In the

paper, garbage and birds (see figure ) take us directly to psychic com-

plexities.

Every week or so, in my daily practice, I hear airplane dreams. They

take off, fall down, do loops, explode, land in weird places or do not

land at all, go nowhere. Passengers forget luggage or lose their pass-

ports. Their route to the airport is blocked. They miss their plane; their

father pilots it. Images of aircraft crashes represent at the same time a

common dreadful inner image, the fear that coming down is disas-

trous—perhaps because above and below, ideology and reality, are so

split apart.

The next front page image is what was modern in a town one hun-

dred years ago (see figure ). Dream images play freely with time,
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whereas consciousness operates in a rigid space-time continuum.

Dreams can picture you today in your nursery, in the Middle Ages or

in a situation that has not yet happened, but will, as if we carried in-

side a dimension in which here and there, past and future, are but one

reality. It does good to the soul to look at the newspaper in a rainy

morning and see my hometown as it was a century ago, when my grand-

parents migrated from Italy, and I can only imagine how they felt walk-

ing along that street. Or see myself today, in that same street, together,

then and now, passionately trying to understand what happened to its

soul, and to mine.

One newspaper image depicted a hole that suddenly appeared in

the middle of a road. The irritating asphalt deficiency was a door to

Hades. As is implosion (see figure ), getting rid of too much concrete,

too much concretism and literalism out there and inside here, those

pretentious theoretical edifices of arrogance that keep new spirit away.

Newspapers print sport pictures everyday, and they are often simi-

lar. Sometimes, though, we can see in them things they do not intend

to reveal. In a bunch of piled up men we catch tribal behavior, a close-

ness of bodies allowed in the game but forbidden anywhere else. In a

macho society, such close contact can only take place after a score.

Captions never allude to this overpowering presence of Eros—a fact

that collective masculine consciousness refuses to admit—but it is there

in the image. In pictures of fans who have painted their faces with the

national colors to propitiate victory at a World Cup final we find In-

dian participation mystique, Indian sorcery, Indian face.

Power

Politicians appear everyday, and they try hard to create pseudo events

to gain space in the media. As in sports, it is nearly always the same

image. In politics, faces hide, eyes lie. The newspaper tries to counter-

act it by juxtaposing photographs, thus conveying a subliminal, differ-

ent message. But the interesting thing is that sometimes the structure

of the image, or its symbolism, is what carries the more revealing news.

On the same page we have Louis XIV and above our president, who

behaves like a monarch, a senator who plays his Richelieu, and lying
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in a coffin the senator’s son, the would-be next man in power (see

figure ). A cocaine overdose burst his heart. The archetype of the

old king’s renewal is what gives depth to the picture and to our per-

ception.

Another front page revealed a Shakespearean scene: our president,

the first lady, and the same senator trying to charm her. Behind the

scenes, he had been plotting to get the president to submit to his own

power plans, eventually betraying him. Should we readers just stay with

the informative subtitles (who, what, why, when, where, and how) or

watch the hidden theatrical drama and its actors? Power archetypes

incarnate in politicians every day, everywhere. We can perceive such

archetypes better through images than speech.

An image of an ex-president and his daughter, whom he has been

preparing as crown princess, betrays an incestuous bond that even the

cleverest journalist would be unable to talk about. Who would dare?

Only in a picture can anyone see how sensuous she appears to him,

what a nice couple they make. A genuine father’s daughter in politics,

playing a part in a Greek tragedy.

We have an enormous cake in the shape of Lenin (see figure ). Little

girls, usually used by propaganda to prove how sweet strong men can

be, are here waiting to get a part of Lenin’s body to eat, as in the canni-

balistic ritual described by the German adventurer Hans Staden after

he was caught by the Tupinambá Indians in sixteenth-century Brazil.4

For nine months he waited for his ritual death and his consumption

by barbarian people who after all, for no apparent reason, left him alive.

Eating Lenin as cake would be the imaginal assimilation and digestion,

by the new generation, of all the indescribable horrors the Russians and

their neighbors had to endure for the sake of freedom and dignity. The

newspaper prints it as a joke, but if you connect to the image, the un-

derstanding comes immediately to you through the archetype of can-

nibalism. Do we not do the same, but for different reasons, with the

body of Christ? How can the sad folly of the communist fantasy be

transformed if it does not get into the bowels?

A newspaper photograph captured a group of Xavante Indians

threatening and subduing the National Indian Foundation’s president,

a man who ruled over their constitutional rights. The picture was taken
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on Indian’s Day, April , one of the several demagogic tributes the

government pays to the community that until  owned the land

upon which we stand. Power was brutally taken from them, without

the least attempt to give them a share or a minimal participation in the

decision-making process, even in matters exclusively of their own con-

cern, such as land property or the right to choose their own destiny.

The image of a physical struggle in the foundation’s headquarters in

Brasilia portrays a shift of power. The underdog Indians acquired a few

moments of concrete power, only to lose it again in the following day

after a harsh admonition to stop it for their own good.

The Anima

The page depicts an actress who got her cherished Oscar and, below,

the discovery of the five-thousand-year-old mummy of an Andean girl

(see figure ). The eternal feminine then and today, endless mystique,

vanishing beauty, faces frozen in time. Is that all about Eve? Or is there

more, and more, always the same, always as if for the first time?

A concretization of the same ideal can be seen in the icon of a Rolls

Royce de Luxe sedan turned into a real woman. This supreme car

stands for a highly priced object of masculine desire, and it tradition-

ally displays this feminine figure, a modern equivalent of those old

wooden carved torsos in a galleon’s prow, a true image of wild adven-

turers’ anima challenging the waves of the ocean in order to find

gratification in someone else’s land. This is a kind of anima that arouses

phallic greed for conquest, for gold, sex, slaves, Eldorado, Calcutta, the

Moon, luring men to make money and spend it. In automobile and

merchandising imagery, this anima figure seems to be inviting poten-

tial consumers to the world of success, credit cards, glamour, orgasm,

and power.

Jewels and women have always been associated. In one photograph,

a glittering blue diamond is akin to a woman’s eye. Men want to give

such a charming object to their wives or lovers as a token of their love

or financial success, while some women lure their men to provide them

with status symbols of this kind. Such images fully immerse us in anima

psychology, symbolism, and illusions. Another day, we see Evita Perón’s
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sapphire and diamond brooch representing the Argentinean blue and

white striped flag. This jewel reached an amazing price at an auction;

thus, the story and illustration appeared on the first page. Evita was the

very embodiment of the anima (as Carmen Miranda was for Brazil in

the same time).5 Anima and woman are certainly different realities, but

when there is a collective complex in the psychological integration of

the archetype of the anima by men, certain women incarnate those

qualities in concrete terms, at the cost of their personal psychologies

and even their lives. The brooch corresponds to a phase when Evita

had unparalleled power and was the queen of the poor, before whom

she paraded Dior gala gowns and promised social upgrading and

redemption if only they voted for Perón. The national flag, meaning

both the country and its people, was turned into a jewel to be worn at

the breast as if to express the unconscious fact that populist politics

was ruled by the anima and her style.

The false promises of demagogic leaders can be wrought into a piece

of jewelry, but is the newspaper not also an illusion? Are we not letting

ourselves be deceived daily if we just accept passively all that is printed

and given us to be swallowed with our coffee and cornflakes? If we base

our perceptions on what the media give us, if we espouse collective

values, would there remain an inner, uncontaminated standpoint to

which we could cling? What then is a newspaper? What is our conscious,

and unconscious, relationship to it, and what has the newspaper got to

do with individuation at all?

We Jungians have indeed an important task: to develop concepts or

tools in order to check whether new contents are emerging from the

depths of the collective unconscious. Marie-Louise von Franz—in the

last seminar she gave at the Jung Institute in Zurich, in —explained

to us that the image of the queen living in a castle in a faraway island

meant that the feminine archetype would slowly rise like a new star in

the horizon.6 And she warned us to watch carefully for such appear-

ances. I believe we have to develop this kind of antenna to detect what

is new, what is coming up from the depths. How do we measure it? How

do we identify it? How do we distinguish genuine from virtual con-

tents, permanent from transient ones? We have to come to that under-

standing ourselves and with our patients and culture.
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Something is taking shape on the front page of the newspaper. It is

certainly a collective endeavor. Maybe it cannot be called a precise name;

maybe we do not know what it is all about. If we do not catch that, we

remain stuck to the surface of what is already changing within the realm

of collective consciousness. Perhaps we might help these contents that

are moving upward really to come up, like a birth. Jung asserted that

there are parts of the unconscious that impose themselves to be as-

similated. It is not just a question of personal effort, like fishing these

hidden contents up—they are coming up by themselves. This is a very

Jungian, not at all Freudian, approach. And what is unconscious?

Everything that is yet unknown to us, everything we ignore. But we

know there is something there, because of its indirect expression and

because perhaps part of it is moving toward us.

In definite periods of history this phenomenon becomes especially

detectable. We fantasize that something of the sort will happen in the

new millennium. Nobody can tell, but the sign of Aquarius undeni-

ably points to that. We have been living under the rule of Pisces, as Jung

commented in Aion, the two fishes going in opposite directions.7 That

is dualism: East and West, body and spirit, capitalism and communism,

monotheism and polytheism, right and wrong, normal and abnormal.

What then is the image of Aquarius? A man, the Waterman, holding a

cup in each hand. With one he collects water that falls from the sky,

which then is poured into the second cup. What could that mean? He

works with the unconscious. Jung believed that in the third millennium,

ruled by a new fundamental archetype, humanity could learn how to

do that work. Instead of opposing the unconscious, we will work with

it, thereby allowing us to discover healing, creative, and transforming

powers hitherto unavailable to us. So the task is to collect fresh water

and pour it into another recipient. When we note a dream we collect

celestial water. When we connect meaningfully to archetypal images

we gather water from the unconscious and then transfer it to the other

vessel, which is our science, our profession, our way of doing things.

In this way perhaps we can unlock new dimensions in our growth and

development.

I think this is a very Jungian quest, a truly modern myth, and in this

sense I share the images expressed on the front page of the newspaper.
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I also believe that such a precious tool as Jungian psychology should

not be kept only for clinical psychotherapy. We have to deal with the

injuries of the world around us and have to test to what degree our

discipline can be effective. People criticize Jung by saying that he was

mystical, but he only talked about things that he could observe and

experience. Some people say they cannot understand what is meant

by individuation, the transcendent function, or anima. Yet these are

very elementary ideas, if only one is able to translate them into under-

standable terms. These ideas can certainly be used to work with our

human family and environment. This is our challenge, and I firmly

believe we can meet it. We could come to a precise definition of the

contribution we make: opening up new angles of perception of

meaning.
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Soul Making

in the New World

We Americans, whether from North, Central, or South America, have

to come into contact with the ancestral soul of our land and try to know

more about it than just what we learned in elementary school. We were

taught that the Americas were discovered. If you say you have discov-

ered something you might be right, or you may have fallen into ethno-

centrism. In this case, it is implied that if something is not known by

you, and you are the center of the world, that thing does not exist. Af-

ter traveling to the United States, I could go back home to Brazil and

say that I have discovered Texas, or a whole university, and perhaps I

should take possession of it because I discovered it. In the way it has

been traditionally told, our history begins with this very egocentric

attitude that the Western Hemisphere did not exist and was not in-

cluded in the common understanding of humanity.

We know today that the Americas, from Alaska to Patagonia, were

inhabited by eighty million people at the turn of the sixteenth century,

one fifth of the planet’s population, which was then four hundred mil-

lion.1 It is high time for us to think more deeply about what happened

to those eighty million ancestors of ours. We should be able to grasp

and develop the idea that those people had been creating soul on these
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continents for the last thirty thousand years. But we learn at school that

soul was brought to America by its discoverers, because they looked at

the native people and thought they were soulless. The Jesuits wrote

letters in  that these pagan people were in between animals and

humans. This observation soon started a theological debate in the Ibe-

rian Peninsula in which scholars would argue what kinds of beings

those creatures were, if they belonged to creation at all, if they had been

made by God or the devil. So the main point of the “discovery” project

was to give a soul to the Indians.

When I was collecting old images for my research, I came across a

highly symbolical engraving by the German naturalist Carl von Martius,

printed in .2 A gigantic tree is encircled by a mandala of Indians,

while two European scientists watch close by. This image conveys the

whole idea. Our ancestors are the hidden roots; the trunk is the joined

genetic pool of Indian, white, and black men and women. The branches

are our history. In the North they received more sunlight and water, so

they grew fast. In the South, so much was taken from the ground that

half of the American Tree could not develop evenly, and that we call

underdevelopment. I am one who has been trying for decades to un-

derstand this problem by going back to the wounded part of the tree,

believing we can only overcome underdevelopment if the tree grows

in the right way and fulfills its inherent potential.

I will tell you how this research began and how this train of thought

originated. My personal task was to bring together two different schools

of thinking: one extroverted, the social sciences; and the other intro-

verted, depth psychology. I would not abandon my first training in the

social sciences for the sake of becoming a pure analytical psychologist,

so I had to make a marriage between these two currents—and I am

still working on it.

In the beginning I was very much interested in outside realities as

such. In  I was invited to join a team of anthropologists to spend

time in an Indian reserve in the state of São Paulo, which, as the rest of

the country or the whole of the Americas, had been previously inhab-

ited by Indians who subsequently lost their lands. Presently, all these

Indians are living in poverty. They were forced to abandon their tradi-

tional ways and now they work as paid laborers. Our task was to inter-
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view them using a socio-economic questionnaire dealing with crops,

wages, and hours of labor. One particular man, called Jasone, from

the Terena tribe, caught my attention. He was a very centered, quiet,

but strong man. After going through my economic questions, all of a

sudden I asked him if he remembered any of his dreams. To my as-

tonishment and contentment, he told me this most amazing dream,

which could have been the dream of any Indian over the last five

hundred years: “I went to the old Guarani cemetery at the reserve, and

there I saw a large cross. Some white men arrived and nailed me upside

down to the cross. They left and I remained desperate. I woke up very

frightened.”

This dream gave meaning to my work and set me to do a never-

ending research. My book Indian Mirror: The Making of the Brazilian

Soul, is an attempt to understand this dream.3 Why would an Indian be

nailed upside down to the cross by white men? And what does it mean?

I will now bring you a series of interconnected ideas, so we can hope-

fully understand this dream progressively. What happened in the six-

teenth century—the conquest of the Americas and the meeting of two

parts of humanity, European Catholics and native Indians—was such

a portentous event that nowadays it would be like meeting extra-ter-

restrials from Venus or Jupiter. We are still not completely aware of what

this meeting implied and how it ended up in ethnocide. The eighty

million people present when the encounter took place were, in the

course of one century, reduced to twenty-five million. Brazil alone had

ten million Indians in , when the Portuguese first landed on the

coast. Today there are fewer than three hundred thousand individuals

scattered around. Five centuries ago there were more than , cul-

tures, and that meant hundreds of different languages, mythological

systems, religions, kinship arrangements, implements, architectures,

rituals, bodies of knowledge, views of the world. All these human

achievements have been reduced today to  cultures. The rest is lost

forever.

When Christian Europeans disembarked on Indian lands, two great

archetypal opposites met. But the opposition was so extreme and the

psychological attitude of the time was such that there was no attempt

at integrating them, or this process would have the meaning that it
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acquired for us today. One opposite destroyed the other rather than

both alchemically transforming for the sake of arriving at a third

configuration.

When we, the Americans, were born as a people, there was both a

birth and an abortion. A new people was born, but a new human pos-

sibility was aborted. This tragic deed, which has for centuries remained

unnamed and unexamined, has to do with a specific kind of relation-

ship between men and women that was established in the New World.

Only males crossed the ocean to conquer South America. In North

America it was different, because there were couples fleeing religious

persecution. The contact between the British and the Indians was some-

how different, although no less destructive. The Portuguese and Span-

ish conquistadores were adventurers, scoundrels, survivors of ship-

wrecks, mercenaries, and all sorts of disqualified types, together with a

few nobles and tradesmen. They were all seeking quick fortune, a new

life, and a way to re-enter society as winners or to escape the reach of

the terrible Catholic Inquisition. (Many were on the black list.)

The whole adventure was linked to old ideas and fantasies that

Paradise existed in this part of the Earth, or the land of the fearsome

Amazons, or the Eldorado, the golden man who knew the secrets of

inexhaustible mines. There were also morbid fantasies about people

who ate human flesh or had different bodies—one eye, a hairy skin,

strange sexual organs. Imaginations of this kind refer, of course, only

to the European collective unconscious, having absolutely nothing to

do with the new realities found in the Western Hemisphere.

The “discoverers” were very phallic, in the sense that they had a keen

capacity or a will to penetrate into the unknown, to cross the indomi-

table ocean, the dangerous rain forest, and to conquer Indian women.

All these newcomers from Europe brought with them a fantastic new

achievement called ego consciousness. This differentiated part of the

psyche, structured upon rationality, had been slowly maturing since the

dark times of the Middle Ages, when an individual had to submit and

adjust himself to a dogmatic view of the world and give up any personal

attempt to gather proofs of what was declared to be the universal truth.

In the sixteenth century, Renaissance men had discovered perspec-

tive, anatomy, the blood circulatory system, gunpowder, powerful sail-
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ing boats, geographical and celestial charts, the press, cannons, the as-

trolabe, and the compass. While Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo

were painting their wonderful images, architects were inventing new

urban concepts, and the neoplatonists were expanding psychological

dimensions. Descartes’s famous philosophical statement, “I think,

therefore I am,” corresponds to the birth of rationality as the new rul-

ing principle of collective consciousness. Rationality was being born.

It was fresh, new, and full of energy.

Christian men were therefore ego-centered, and they felt an inner

pressure to expand, to act, to influence the world, to let this rational

consciousness run free as wild horses and take over the whole universe.

They were eager to conquer space and to shape up new human beings

similar to their own countenance, as in the myth of Genesis.

Psychologically speaking, these European men wanted to be like God

and make a new creation. The eighty million Indians who had been

for ages living in the conquered territory had a different psychology,

the main difference being the absence of a sharply differentiated indi-

vidual ego consciousness. Theirs was what we call today a non-

rational consciousness, because it did not operate through logical

separations; instead, it worked by apprehension of great ensembles,

what today we call the holistic mind. For the European, time was a

straight line, an arrow shooting forever forward. For the Aztecs, the

Mayas, the Incas, the Tupi, the Guarani, or all the Indians all over the

land, time was circular, always returning in cycles to the point of

departure.

For Indian consciousness there are no clashing opposites. Body and

spirit are different manifestations of the same unitarian entity. One

always reflects and affects the other. Inside and outside are the same;

only their visibility changes. Sacred and profane are not clearly demar-

cated but endlessly inter-penetrating each other. Men can be always

strong and soft, and women can always be soft and strong, both being

equivalent in the order of things both socially and transcendentally.

The Godhead is male and female or neither, is good and bad or nei-

ther. The psyche, as Jung noted in his study on projection, spreads over

trees, rivers, animals, plants, celestial bodies, people, and objects. Na-

ture is totally alive, and it is sacred.
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Indian consciousness developed a special attitude toward knowledge,

in the sense that it did not require the destruction of the object. Con-

templation was more important than dissection. Categories and sys-

tems of classification were not mutually exclusive, and they allowed for

a vast array of empirical observations covering our fields of astronomy,

botany, anatomy, medicine, agronomy, mythology, social organization,

law, ethics, diplomacy, aesthetics, technology, religion, and etiquette.

In the course of the last thirty thousand years or so, those eighty

million people had solved all the fundamental questions of humanity:

how to survive, in the first place; how to procreate, establish kinship

relations, and raise children; how to form a community with rules of

behavior and a system of authority; how to build houses, to hunt, to

gather or produce food, and cook it in appropriate vessels; how to find

water and create fire; how to cure diseases and alleviate pain; how to

understand the workings of nature; how to find beauty, meaning, and

pleasure in life; how to avoid suffering; and how to accept death.

When the two different parts of humanity we are talking about met,

a powerful crossed projection took place. An image comes to mind of

two birds flying in opposite directions—one coming from the East, the

other from the West. They meet when they cross each other in the sky.

They mate for a brief moment and then fly away from each other. This

is, for me, the image of what I have called a crossed projection. Euro-

peans projected onto the native people their own shadow, consisting

of everything good Christians were not willing to acknowledge as be-

ing also part of their human reality—in ecclesiastical terminology, the

seven deadly sins. Projection was then the automatic, quick, and easy

way of getting rid of all this uncomfortable stuff that could sometimes

create a sensation of bad conscience and would, in religious terms, lead

to assumption of guilt, confession, repentance, and punishment be-

fore absolution was given as an act of God’s mercifulness.

It would take centuries for white people to recognize that they were

greedy, unjust, cruel, sadistic, hypocritical, envious of their neighbors’

spouses and property, murderous, insatiable, perverse, insisting on their

undisputed right to have everything they wanted, especially to be free

from an ethical obligation to follow both the civil and the dogmatic

law. On Sunday morning they would go to mass, but all the rest of the
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time they would indulge in their shadows’ inclinations. In Portugal and

Spain there were civil and criminal tribunals and a code of laws, be-

sides the dictatorial Inquisition, which was autocratically above the law.

In Central Europe, Luther, Calvin, and Zwingli were pointing their

angry fingers at the unbridled Catholic shadow—loss of ethics, com-

merce of indulgences, usury, religious hypocrisy. The church feared the

accusations raised by the Protestant leaders not only because of a pos-

sible loss of power, but because an ugly shadow was progressively be-

ing exposed.

In this context, while the movement of the counter-Reformation

inaugurated a period of excessive and compensatory austerity soon to

be heralded by the Spanish monarch Felipe II, the pope Alexander VI

proclaimed a bombastic bill declaring that there was no sin below the

equator. This single statement suffices for us to understand the dynam-

ics of the collective shadow seeking for a good authoritative pretext to

be projected. In Jungian terms, the papal bill meant that below the

equator—that is, in the vast expanse of land occupied by the Portu-

guese and partly by the Spanish—the archetypal shadow was allowed

to run free without inhibition, control, or punishment. In one word:

the conquerors were allowed to live out whatever they pleased.

As the highest ecclesiastical authority had legitimately entitled them

to conquer the land and subdue its inhabitants, they could also en-

slave them, steal their women, and through the Jesuit missionaries

(their allies), catechize them, forcing them under the threat of death

to abandon their religion and adopt the Catholic faith. The projec-

tion that justified such procedures was that the Indians were lazy, pro-

miscuous, guilty of nakedness, apolitical, agnostic, and soulless—all

that the Catholic shadow was secretly desiring to be and beginning to

act out.

The European projection was double-binded. On the one side, there

was the projection of evil and Hell. The Indians were regarded as

Lucifer’s offspring, in another act of rebellion against God, who could

not have created such bestial creatures. Women, especially, were seen

through the image of the serpent, if not that of Lilith. They were re-

garded as insidious, false, and dangerous beings whose destiny would

be to be curbed, disciplined, chastised, and baptized. The Jesuits wanted
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to turn them into nuns. The Indian shamans, in particular, were seen

as the concrete embodiment of Satan.

On the other hand, there was also the projection of Paradise, based

on fantasies dating from the Middle Ages and the empirical fact that

tropical nature looked exuberantly lush, with candidly naked, childish

people walking around at leisure. Paradise was the garden of the chil-

dren of God, a virginal place in which the newcomers were also free

from the burden of the shadow. They were the beloved ones to whom

all the garden’s delights would be granted at no cost, and there was no

talk about the Fall.

Portuguese men crossed the ocean and left their wives back home.

Their women were pious, dominated, and repressed. They wore black

robes for most of the time and, following their husbands’ departure,

they would adopt the role of widows of living spouses who went away

never to return or only many years later. When these men, freed from

family and ethical ties, met naked Indian women, the complete oppo-

site of the kind of women they knew, they immediately projected upon

them the image of Eve. And they wanted to have that Eve, because they

saw themselves as Adam. But that masculine archetype would not be

extended to the Indian males. In a smart twist of mythological logic,

the men were seen exclusively as slaves, not even as rivals. Eve would

be their playmate and companion; Indian males would be kept out of

the garden.

Indian healers all over the world work with the powers of the un-

conscious to bring about cures for all kinds of illnesses or psychologi-

cal possessions. When shamans realized what these white men had in

mind and what they were actually doing, they warned all members of

the tribe not to have any contact with them, because baptismal water,

beads, mirrors, iron knives, combs, clothes, axes, and scissors would

kill them. The Jesuits, who pursued as maniacs the goal of global con-

version, regarded the shamans as their worst enemies, because they

mirrored to the priests the worst part of their own shadow, namely,

the burning desire to perform miracles and control spiritual powers.

It is historically recorded that the missionaries were often two-faced

and deceived the Indians with tricks to mesmerize them. For example,

they said that holy water healed any kind of disease or that the touch
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of their hands had spiritual power to cause physical alterations over

the body, objects, or the waves of the sea. The missionaries, as their work

progressed, got so inflated that they had a secret identification with the

apostles. Not only that, as time went by and they grew impatient to see

all of Brazil converted to Christianity, they reached higher, unheard-

of levels of identification with Christ himself, and even with the Holy

Ghost. So they could not tolerate shamans who claimed to have clair-

voyance and contact with the spirit world. Onto them they threw the

image of the devil himself, therefore justifying their argument in favor

of their enslavement or elimination.

So this was the Eastern bird, the bird that flew toward the garden of

Paradise or the abysses of Hell, following its own route of mythical

projections. The Western bird followed a completely different path, and

it is absolutely necessary that we understand this counter-projection.

When the Aztecs saw Hernán Cortez and his powerful army land-

ing in Mexico in , with their fantastic sailing vessels, their shining

helmets, their leather boots, their spears, beards and cannons, horses

and dogs, they immediately projected onto the newly disembarked

conquistadores the image of their god Quetzalcoatl, who had once fled

Mexico going east through the sea and who, one day—time being cy-

clical—would return to rescue humanity. So when they saw in aston-

ishment the Spaniards in all their power approaching the shore, what

they saw was their savior coming back as promised, bringing with him

the hope of good times to come. They courteously welcomed those who

were soon to destroy them.

In Brazil too there was much messianism. The Guarani Indians in

particular believed that unknown men would one day appear from the

sea to take the whole tribe, who would have wandered for thousands

of miles to reach the shore, to the Land Without Evil, a mythical place

where men were relieved from the burdens of terrestrial life. A similar

projection took place upon Portuguese sailors, who actually wanted

to save no one, except their own selves.

How could such different birds meet at all? Were they possibly at-

tracted to each other on account of their very difference? Could they

ever mate and stay together? They could not. These projections, as we

have seen, were mutually exclusive. They cannot coexist. It is impossible,
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a contradiction in terms. The first projection was stronger than the

Indian one but not by itself. Intrinsically both had the same strength.

But the European projection was supported by material power, and that

means gunpowder, vessels, the Soldiers of Christ, the Portuguese crown,

and also by religious and symbolic weapons as baptism, the cross, and

the mass.

Remember the dream? It depicts the most powerful weapon of all:

the cross. The cross was the first symbol to be imposed on the Indian

psyche. They were made to revere and adore it, when in reality they

had to carry it through labor, humiliation, and endless suffering. The

cross was like a dagger, because whenever it was erected as a wooden

monument of the conquest, as a white man’s erect phallus penetrating

conquered lands, it painfully pierced the ancestral soul to death.

The presence of the Christian cross meant that the Indians had to

abandon their culture, their mythology, their religion, and their gods.

The pope made a public statement in  asking for pardon, acknowl-

edging that the Catholic church and the missionaries who worked

during colonial times for the conversion of souls in the Americas, in

China, Japan, India, and the African continent had regrettably done a

terribly destructive work. This was the first time the church recognized

that it had no right and no reason to say that the Indians were unable

to conceive, revere, and believe in a divinity. Church authorities have

awkwardly begun to ask for forgiveness, but we must realize that it is

not enough, nor commensurate to all the wrongs done, to declare re-

pentance. Christians know, when their sins are at stake, that a deep

ethical transformation is required, not just a hurried confession of guilt.

Something else has to be done, a more mature and responsible con-

sciousness has to be developed onward at an increasingly deeper ethi-

cal level.

The cross is the central symbol of Christianity. It represents the idea

that one part of us has to die nailed to it. It is also the meeting of the

opposites and the resolution of the tension created by them. To be cru-

cified is to be torn apart between the vertical and the horizontal pull.

The tension grows so unbearably strong that one dies at the heaven-

earth connection. According to Christ, this is an absolute necessity for

us—to be aware that we are only the children of God and that we live
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in two realms, the earthly one and Our Father’s realm. So every genu-

ine Christian has to be crucified sooner or later. And that means pre-

cisely that until that deep climax of inner psychological and spiritual

change is reached, we have to carry the weight of our sins, or the cross

of our shadow upon our shoulders. This is no easy task and corresponds

to what Jung has called the sacrifice of the ego—or egocide, a term

coined by David Rosen—in other words, the individuation process.4

Nobody can do it for us. There is no easy way out. Each one of us has

to live our own version of the passion of Christ as he carried the cross

of humanity’s sins upon his shoulders. That is painful. It surely makes

you suffer more than you can stand. But it makes you realize who you

really are, with no persona, no disguise, no apologies, nor justifications.

And until you achieve that you cannot be transformed, and you can-

not contact the Self.

The cross is a wonderful and profound symbol, but it has absolutely

nothing to do with Indian psychology, religion, and mythology. Christ

never said that there was an easy way to do it and that one can make

another one carry the cross for him. But this is exactly what the “dis-

coverers” did. It was as if they said: “We do not have to carry it. We will

make the Indians do it for us. They, not us, are the sinners. They are

the children of the devil; we are not. They are promiscuous and lazy.

They, not us, lack virtue. So let them carry the burden, and we will cru-

cify them in the end.”

I am looking for the day when an artist, or a child, will paint this

image, the fundamental image for the understanding of the soul of the

Americas: an Indian being crucified. This exact image appeared in a

Terena Indian’s dream, but there the situation was still worse: he was

crucified upside down. To grasp the meaning of this we have to plunge

into deep and muddy waters.

Where else do we find this upside-down crucifixion? We have an

instance of that in the Tarot, in the arcane called The Hanged Man, a

figure that indicates an imminent process of transformation and re-

versal of the prevailing situation. As far as Christian iconography is

concerned, there is only one image of this kind, and that is the cru-

cifixion of St. Peter. In his time, that was the worst sacrifice, because

all blood would flow to the head. According to Gnostic tradition, the
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image means that the Anthropos, or the archetypal essential man, fell

to the earth head first. The way man comes to the earth and enters

embodied, dense reality is upside down, reversing his prior transcen-

dental nature into bodily existence. Babies are born in that symbolic

position. People have to enter this world in an inverted position

because this is the way to acquire true knowledge of what we are—

simple, transient beings and not the rulers of the universe. To

understand this symbol we have to turn our consciousness upside

down, like in a Zen teaching, or in a Jungian teaching. Everything you

believed will be reversed. The notion you had of yourself will be

reversed. This is what to be crucified upside down means.

But why on earth must an Indian be crucified upside down? Indi-

ans were already upside down from their beginning. It suffices to con-

sider the style of consciousness they developed, in which nothing is

simply this or that, but this and that at the same time. Their religion

did not speak of crosses, because they were not split between the ar-

chetypal opposites as we have become through the development of the

Western hybrids. They did not have to work the tension of the oppo-

sites, because opposites were not in tense disharmony in them. The real

tension was between us and them—created by us and not by them—

because we were greedy, but they opened their arms. So the cross is

not an apt symbol for an Indian individuation process. It is a symbol

for our psychology, and it has been a dirty historical trick to make the

Indians carry the cross for us. Asking for forgiveness now is simply not

enough.

Going in another direction, we can also look at the situation we have

been trying to describe from another angle, and that would be an analy-

sis of our founding father and mother. As a new people, we Latin

Americans were born as a hybrid product of different kinds of men and

women. Our ancestral father is a white man with a phallic rational ego,

and our ancestral great mother an Indian, later a black, and then a white

woman. Portuguese men were sexually attracted to Indian and Afri-

can women, whereas in North America the Quakers were not. That

makes an enormous difference in what concerns the soul. The Portu-

guese approached these Eve-like women and procreated with them. We

are the offspring of this mating, and a big problem was created, although
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historians have never recognized it at the psychological level. I am talk-

ing about the problem of identity, the existential question of knowing

who we are.

The first Latin Americans had mixed blood, but they also had a mixed

psyche. We know today that in order to develop a clear identity people

need to identify projectively, at least a bit, with their mothers and fa-

thers or their surrogates. A point then is reached in one’s psychologi-

cal development in which it is possible to say “this is me. I come from

these roots, which in turn come from other roots.” So I can place my-

self in this stream of time. I can locate myself historically. I know where

I came from. I know my unique ways, and because I know my origins

I can love and work and envision a future. You cannot do it if you do

not know from where you came. This is precisely what underdevelop-

ment is all about. A country in this situation cannot see itself as uto-

pia, because it gets lost in non-being.

These first Americans were nobodies. Little insignificant nobodies.

They were bastards, illegitimate children, hybrids, mestizos, criollos.

What would happen if the father decided to take his bastard children

to Spain or to Portugal for a visit? Many in fact did. Indians and Ameri-

can-born youths were looked at in Europe as little more than monkeys

or parrots, strange birds to be exhibited in the open square in front of

the church or as curious items in museum displays. They would also

actually be engaged to entertain the French court at palace festivities

in Rouen or Versailles.

Sometimes these white Christian fathers sailed back to Portugal or

Spain, taking their children with them. These sons and daughters would

then be in their father’s land, but there was no place for them in the

European society. In the case of a son, he could not join the military

forces nor enter the academy and become a teacher. He could not open

a shop to establish himself as a tradesman, nor could he work with

money, gold, brazil-wood, or other colonial export goods. He would

just have to stay quiet and invisible at the outer fringes of a closely struc-

tured hierarchical society. In his father’s land he would be a pariah, an

expatriate. Father’s land was definitely no fatherland. This is the oc-

cult tragic dimension of a difficult process of broken identity follow-

ing the paternal line.
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These first Americans could not receive from the father a sense of

legitimacy and belonging. They were not introduced to the world by

the father, who failed to perform his archetypal duty, to bring his chil-

dren to the world’s doorway and explain them their legitimate right to

belong there and how it works. The father says: “Dear son, dear daugh-

ter, I bring you to this point and here I bid farewell. This is the way the

world functions. If you behave in this way you will succeed; if you be-

have in that way you will fail. Take my word with you and go into the

world. You are a legitimate person. You do not have to feel inferior. Do

not ever lower your head. Trust and love yourself.”

This is what a father does. He explains and passes on the rules he

got from his father and his ancestors. We, in the New World, have a

pathological and immoral father. How can such a shadowy figure es-

tablish ethical laws? How can he tell his children to follow any estab-

lished moral or legal code if he himself was transgressing them every

day of his life? That is the origin of our collective father problem.

But we also have a mother problem. The mother archetype moves

every woman who embodies it to protect and love her children as they

are and for what they are, and to nurture and not only to feed them,

helping a sense of inner value to develop. I am worth something, be-

cause I have seen my mother’s eyes looking at me with pleasure. I know

that she is happy with her creation and that I have personal worth. If

you cannot acquire a sense of selfhood through your mother, then you

do not know who you are, and you do not know whether you are worth

anything at all.

These nobodies who were the first Americans were unsure about

their identity and their worth. What prevented Indian mothers from

being the traditionally wonderful mothers they had been? I have ob-

served the relationship between Zoro Indian women and infants—the

way they carry their babies attached to their bodies while going out to

work, how they give their breasts entirely to them for intermittent feed-

ing alternating with sleep as the baby pleases. They give their bodies

entirely to the suckling and are in no way exempted from having to do

daily heavy work, like crossing rivers over tree trunks and going into

the bush to plant or to collect roots. After one year or so, when the babies

can already walk, they are detached from their total intimacy with their
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mothers’ bodies, also because the mothers might be having other chil-

dren by then. I have observed that these young children accept the

change in a tranquil way, without regression, without making scenes

to manipulate the mothers to take them back to their bosoms. It can

only be because while the babies were nursing, the mothers’ breasts

were entirely theirs, without any limits, even while sleeping on the

mothers’ bellies the whole night. So children learn how to progress

to the successive steps of their development. That is why little Indian

boys and girls are so responsible and mature. They had to—for ne-

cessity—be able to survive by themselves as soon as possible. And it

is possible.

I wonder why there has never been psychological research compar-

ing the Indian way of rearing children with our modern ways. It would

be shocking to our sense of superiority to realize that in many essen-

tial aspects of life they have much more wisdom than we do. And then,

what would we do with our five-century-old prejudices? Maybe this is

the reason why such a research has never been done. Having been able

to observe the mother-child relationship for a good period of time while

living with the Zoro Indians of Northwestern Brazil, I came to the con-

clusion that theoreticians like Melanie Klein would have to dismiss a

large part of what they maintain to be true. Indian mothers do not have

a bad breast at all. This seems to be simply a European psychological

projection, or fantasy, turned into scientific truth. Indian women at

least, in their proper cultural environment, are apt carriers of the

mother archetype.

What prevented them from transmitting to their offspring the sense

of love and worth so essential for acquiring a clear awareness of iden-

tity, ancestry, and future possibilities? The root of the problem was a

specific kind of relationship between men and women whereby women

were not allowed to fulfill their task because they were psychologically

devalued. This is not a personal handicap stemming from individual

shortcomings but indeed a collective cultural and historical problem

determined by the way the masculine principle of rational conscious-

ness overpowered and ultimately destroyed the feminine principle of

soul psychology. The European way of thinking could not recognize

that Indian consciousness was just as valuable as itself, albeit from a
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different standpoint. It had to underrate the other. And this is the tragic

dimension of our birth as a people.

We were born as the strange fruit of a particular tree in which one

sap was in disharmony with the other. The masculine sap, or energy,

would say: “Indian women have very little to contribute. Let us just stay

with their bodies, thighs, hair, lips, vaginas, uteruses, breasts, working

hands . . . that is enough. Let us keep a little bit of their cooking abili-

ties, their resistance. Let us adopt their hammocks, their clay pots, their

basketry, their weaving, and their straw mats. Let us borrow their fa-

thers’ weapons and their agricultural skills. The rest—their language,

their prayers, their songs, their feelings and points of view, the stories

they tell—is all rubbish.”

The practical result of this masculine attitude was that Indian women

were the first housemaids in the Americas. They were soon in the

sixteenth century forced to clean the Jesuits’ houses and churches. Their

challenge was quite different than that befalling their fathers, brothers,

husbands, and sons, because they had to open their legs for the invaders.

They had to chose between being raped or being baptized, then mating

with white males, and ultimately being expelled from their original tribes.

Indian women all over the continent were following a wise law of nature

according to which, for their genes to survive, they had to mate with the

conqueror, at the cost of having their souls reduced to nothingness. This

was undoubtedly an extreme psychological task, and I say that the

feminine voice—the only one entitled to tell this story in all its depth

and complexity—has been silenced for the last five hundred years.

Everything we know about the previous stages of our psychological

development or the difficult process of building a collective identity

has been told by a masculine voice, with a corresponding logic and a

particular point of view, which nevertheless was generalized as the

overall truth. We must absolutely develop a capacity to listen to a si-

lent speech and imagine a history explained by the feminine soul. How

it experienced being raped by the masculine Logos. How it experienced

not being allowed to transmit ancient wisdom and a sense of unique

worth to the new generations. How it reacted when the innermost

nucleus of its being was reduced to ashes. Unless we know this story,

we will not be able to understand the soul in the New World.
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There is still a profound collective psychological task to be under-

taken. The consequences of what happened when the birds of crossed

projections met each other have not stopped. Seventy percent of the

Brazilian population has Indian and black genes. Genetics is now mak-

ing important discoveries, such as that there is no such thing as a race,

because at the genetic level we are all equal. Genes are the physical car-

riers of the collective unconscious. So our psychological ancestry is

present here and now both in genetic terms as in cultural and psychic

conditioning and assimilation. Those who lack Amerindian genes—

overseas immigrants, for instance—still are able to feel empathy and

ethical commitment. As the ancestral soul is in us and with us, we all

carry its pain and the original dissociation between two archetypal

principles that affected it from the beginning of our collective jour-

ney. The rational and non-rational dimensions of our psyche have not

yet come together and until that happens we suffer from arrested in-

dividuation.

When I visited College Station, I was excited when David Rosen

showed me Texas wildflowers, the bluebonnet and the red Indian paint-

brush, lining the highway. We then stopped at a village called Chapel

Hill, founded by women in the nineteenth century. We went into the

local general store, and there I bought a kitchen towel with the image

of a cowboy boot holding a bunch of bluebonnets. The thought came

to me that here opposites were meeting. I also got a cigar with a yellow

rose in its label. While strolling on the Texas A&M campus, we observed

that the psychology building was across from the military science build-

ing. This coming together of opposites, whose manifestation we can

detect in sometimes very prosaic episodes, actually opens new ways for

the mind to work with psychology and the social sciences.

Like a few other colleagues in our field, I use the word soul to under-

stand a historical process. Some people feel uncomfortable with this.

Sociologists, historians, and anthropologists all resist this approach,

claiming that it is neither scientific nor theoretically adequate. However,

when we try to bring science and soul together we take a step toward

mending what has been torn apart. When we work with soul and edu-

cation, we re-introduce our founding father and mother. Pragmatism

and positivism denied the non-rational mother principle—a mental
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field with no room for poetry, intuition, magic, spirituality, feeling,

images. We Jungians are all for images, more so than for words, be-

cause we know images come first and tell more. Word belongs to the

father, image to the mother.

Any tiny bit of work that we do in ourselves, or in our profession, if

it is oriented by this symbol of unification of opposites is a contribu-

tion. It might be a drop of water in the desert, but it might help a new

life to keep thriving. In order to do so, we must be in tune with this

myth, which to me is the founding myth of the Americas, a coniunctio

oppositorum, as Jung liked to say, of substances that never fused into

each other at the soul level.

Indian women did not fail to perform their archetypal role histori-

cally but were prevented from playing that role fully. To the children,

the mother represented the defeated and conquered one, and that situ-

ation in itself made identification problematic. The natural tendency

of children is to identify themselves with something that is successful,

that works well, that is rewarding. It is more difficult to identify with a

principle, a cause, or an idea that has been defeated. This was the first

reason, and the second was that no family was created. The father pro-

created, but he would not become a husband, and he would not create

a solid nucleus of partnership. Usually mother and father help each

other to be what they are. Father probably never said, “Listen to what

your mother has to say.” He would not let mother be mother. In my

view, this is the original problem. He never saw her as his equal and

never created any kind of soul partnership with her. We have docu-

ments in Brazil concerning inheritance in which you can see that John

so-and-so was legally married and had so many children by a woman

with a Portuguese name. Then there follows a list of twenty children

with Indian names, but their mothers are not mentioned. He had chil-

dren with seven, eight, ten Indian women who where not to be con-

sidered his wives. It was not a polygamous marriage, because that was

prohibited by the church and by civil law. Moreover, the father would

never bring all those women to live with him and establish a house-

hold. What can a woman do if she does not have a place for herself?

She needs a hearth in which she will cook and around which family

life will develop. And she must have control over some territory, which
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is her household, and this is provided for and protected by the hus-

band. If the man degrades her, as just a body and not his peer, he will

not allow her to perform her archetypal task.

The psychological impact of the conquest on Indian men was de-

pression. Indian males were courageous and strong, active, resource-

ful, and potent men, both physically and psychologically. Because they

could not resist armed invasion and enslavement, they got depressed.

The first attempt at establishing slavery in Brazil in the sixteenth cen-

tury, as well as in Mexico, Peru, and the Antilles, was to enslave Indi-

ans. Do you know why it did not work? They would rather commit

suicide than lose their freedom and dignity. Only captive Africans could

endure that, and we still know so little how it worked for them psy-

chologically. They were humiliated and depressed too, but they would

not put an end to their lives as the Indians did. We do not have statis-

tics; a precise knowledge of this process is lost forever. We do not know

how many killed themselves due to exhaustion or despair or died as a

result of European diseases.

The will to die appears when the Self is brutally denied, when there

is nothing left. This was the main impact, but today two kinds of Indi-

ans remain, at least in Brazil: those still living tribal lives and those who

have lost their original community, quite often because they lost their

land and their culture. The two groups are in different psychological

positions. Those living tribal life know about the so-called civilization.

They want some consumer goods and facilities, but they want to keep

their tradition because they think it is better. So they are more tran-

quil in a way, although they are aware that capitalist expansion will

ultimately reach them.

Tribal life is one of the best creations of humanity, and we still do

not know how to understand or appreciate it. It is so full of wisdom—

to my knowledge there is practically no me-mine behavior as far as it

is not contaminated by disrupting factors. I have not read one single

psychological in-depth study of tribal life. Those who have lost their

tribes did it first of all because they lost their territories and their my-

thology. Without them, they can no longer be Indians, only survivors

of a lost past. These individuals fall into an abyss: a complex psycho-

logical state, because they no longer know who they are and do not
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know who they want to become. It so happens that they end up com-

ing into contact with and assimilating the worst aspects of white soci-

ety. They begin to lie and play tricks, and so their shadow grows in

unusual ways. They take to drinking, lose their previous ingenuity, and

cannot be trusted anymore for what they say. They change their prior

patterns of loyalty. Some colleagues doing field research have gone

through complex situations on that account. After working for twenty

years with Indians undergoing acculturation they would find out that

for no apparent reason the Indians would no longer trust them. For

those still living the traditional communal life it is also difficult, but

they have old, solid roots to sustain them. Either way, it is a taxing

human challenge.

When I was studying in Zurich I once consulted Marie-Louise von

Franz about these problems, asking her what she thought would be the

future of our Indians. She closed her eyes and as in a visionary state of

mind she said: “They will disappear; only a few of them will remain,

and they will be like a spiritual reserve for mankind.” A spiritual re-

serve—we must go to them, so we can learn how to revive our own

spirit.

Our hope is that depth psychology, making us deal with material

that has not yet come to the surface of outer reality, might enable us to

detect new archetypes rising in the horizon of consciousness and his-

tory. In the present case, we want to know if the archetype of duality

has done its job, or if it will continue to rule our behavior, our think-

ing, and everything we do. In this case, there is little we can do. But I

do not think this archetype still retains the monopolistic powers it had

for the last two millennia.

Astrology assures us that the age of Aquarius is another story. One

thing we can know for sure. The new archetype, the new star rising from

the inner horizon in the sky of our minds has to do with the feminine

principle. It is high time that we start to understand it. It does not mean

that males will become effeminate. It does not mean that only females

are its carriers. We are just beginning to understand that this is a cos-

mological principle that we all carry inside ourselves as a possibility of

being human in a different way.
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The new archetype will certainly create new social forms, new val-

ues, new ideas, and new minds. Can humanity chose an archetype and

help it to manifest? This is a ticklish question. Jung was sure there was

some kind of relationship between us and the archetypes, although he

always said that they are, in themselves, unapproachable. If we are in-

terested in them—that is, if consciousness takes a definite standpoint

toward the unconscious—some interaction begins to take place. This

is an interesting area, deserving much more attention than it has got-

ten so far. If a hundred people in a community would start working

with their images, some new energy would be released and soon its effect

might be perceptible. Our task now is to know what the feminine, the

masculine, and the soul have to do with each other.
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Urban Trees

As Mirrors of the Soul

At this point I will bring in the feminine principle. We will again have

more images than words.

Let me start by telling you how this research began. I am fortunate

as a Jungian, because I feel free to research whatever I want to and

plunge into all sorts of different adventures. With time, I have become

aware that it is not my ego that actually decides what I have to do. It is

something else that whispers, “Pay closer attention to that, go into it.”

I follow the “command” and am always rewarded, realizing how en-

riching those inner suggestions are, and how many more tools I have

acquired to help us understand ourselves and the world we live in. This

way of working has helped me to do something I profoundly trust,

namely, bridging psychology and the world, psychology and the city,

the landscape, art, politics, economics, culture.

After my training in Zurich I went back to Brazil in  and opened

a private practice. In  I had the following experience: I was driving

on one of our heavy traffic avenues. Looking to my right, I spotted a

building being renewed. Seven small palm trees had been planted on

the sidewalk for decoration purposes, and when I saw them I thought,

“How nice, they are now planting palm trees.” But I suddenly noticed
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a cluster of electrical wires just above them, and then I “heard” this

phrase, “They will soon be decapitated.” The next sentence was, “You

must be a witness to what is happening.” I wondered, “How can I be a

witness?” “Photograph them,” was the answer.

From that moment on, I realized that I had the task of taking pic-

tures of threatened trees, collecting a certain number of images, and

then trying to act as their mouthpiece to say whatever they would say

if only they had a voice and could use words. It turns out that most of

the trees I have so far photographed—more than one thousand now—

are suffering trees. So my task has been to keep register not of beautiful

trees about which you might say, “Look how gorgeous, all those flow-

ers, look at the complex and elegant design the trunk, branches, and

leaves make!” Mine is a collection of mutilated trees—trees that have

been brutally attacked, planted in inadequate places, or prevented from

following their own natural pattern of growth.

I had to understand this phenomenon and systematically find a way

not just to say how awful or how sad this is. That would simply not be

enough. A witness has to say more. So, I took this first photograph and

then had to wait nine years until I was able to continue the work. I was

not ripe, and the time was not right yet. Those nine years were like a

pregnancy.

Nine years after this first photograph, I met the religious leader of

an Afro-Brazilian religion called Umbanda, a mix between some ele-

ments of Catholicism and the ancient African cult of the Yoruba

Orishas introduced by slaves in early colonial times. Umbanda is a

typically Brazilian trance religion. A common friend arranged the

meeting. I visited with this man in his country retreat, and we took a

walk to talk while watching the trees. In the Yoruba pantheon there is

a deity called Oshossi. He is the lord of the forest, the spirit of the

trees, and he rules hunting. I asked this man, “What do you think

Oshossi is feeling about the massive destruction of trees in the

Amazon?” And this religious leader, who imperceptibly can fall into

a trance, answered, “He is furious and wants his fury to come out,

otherwise people will explode.” Then I mentioned my experience with

the palm trees and he said, “Oshossi commands you to do this work

on his behalf.”
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That short conversation allowed me to make a psychological con-

nection with an important synchronicity I had experienced some years

before. As we know, synchronicities are not just interesting events to

be talked about at leisure time. They have crucial roles in people’s lives,

because they catalyze energy and push their consciousness to expand.

If people really connect to a synchronicity, something happens in their

lives as a consequence. New energy starts to flow. A new goal appears

to them.

I worked with Dr. Heinrich Karl Fierz, an outstanding analyst in

Switzerland whom Jung had analyzed. He later became his close col-

laborator in the field of psychiatry, having been the co-founder, together

with C. A. Maier, of the Zurichberg Clinic. It was mainly he who taught

me how to be an analyst. He was like a Zen master, because he did not

speak very much. Many times he would ask me a question, but, like

with Zen koans, I did not know what the answer was or what he meant.

He was always in contact with the unconscious dimension of reality

and extremely connected to his deep intuitions. So it took me many,

many years to understand the most precious lessons he wanted to teach

me. When I returned to Brazil in , I began a correspondence with

him. He was growing extremely weak due to emphysema, and I had a

growing depression. We exchanged letters, and he said a few things to

me that I still have to work on. In  he died. The synchronicity was

imminent.

I had written what would become my last letter to him and was

anxiously waiting for a reply. During the weekend I went away with

my family and returned home on Sunday evening. Our first-floor apart-

ment had glass walls in the lounge, through which we could be in close

contact with a magnificent tree—many similar trees will be illustrated

in the following pages. Its crown almost entered our room. My wife

once followed for days in a row the routine of a bird building its nest

until the chicks were ready to fly away. That tree was a wonderful com-

panion. On that Sunday evening it was late. We put the children to bed.

I felt strange and thought, “I don’t know what it is, but something is

wrong here.”

Monday morning, when I came home for lunch, I looked out the

window, and the tree was no longer there. It had been cut at the re-
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quest of a police authority who lived across the street. The firefighters

came and—for no apparent reason—cut down the tree. When I saw

that empty space I was taken by a profound sadness, but I was not con-

scious yet of its long-term effect on me. When I came home again in

the evening the porter approached me, “There is a letter for you.” That

was the only letter I did not have to open in order to know its contents.

It was postmarked Zurich, and the envelope was black-rimmed, so I

knew my dear friend had died. I then called his wife and realized that

he had died at the exact moment the tree was cut down.

My dear analyst and the tree were gone together. I did not need a

father figure any longer, and one of the tasks I had to fulfill was pre-

cisely to do this work with trees. Because I am a Jungian, I started with

Jung, and went back once again to his unique paper called “The Philo-

sophical Tree,” in which he shows many images of trees drawn by pa-

tients.1 In the opening of his paper he states that a tree is a mandala

(magic circle in Sanskrit) seen from above. A mandala is a symbol of

the Self. If you make a vertical section into a three-dimensional mandala

you have a tree. In a tree you can visualize the deep structure of the

psyche, an axis connecting above and below, both realms patterned in

the same way, because roots and branches have exactly the same de-

sign. In the motive of the inverted tree, the roots look exactly like

branches. Botanists determine how deep the roots reach by measuring

the crown. Both have the same dimension up and down.

Jung often referred to the symbol of the tree as being ancient and

similar in practically every culture and mythological system: the tree

of life, the tree of knowledge, the tree of good and evil, of fertility, of

ancestry. There are many myths about a tree sustaining the world, like

Yggdrasil in Teutonic tradition, or about man’s being born from a va-

gina in a tree trunk, or all the anthropomorphic and speaking trees in

American Indian mythology.

Why is the tree such an eternal symbol? Because it is absolutely apt

to convey all the complexities of the human psyche. Roots can be the

topic for a whole discourse, as could the trunk, the branches, or the

leaves, flowers, fruits, and seeds. Gaston Bachelard has written beauti-

fully about most of these topics, drawing examples from literature and

poetry.2 We can reflect upon any of these aspects or consider synthetic
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statements, such as this strong one by the archetypal psychologist Tho-

mas Moore, “Trees are our double in nature.”3 There is fraternity be-

tween them and us. They are our equivalent in the plant realm. There

is a pre-verbal bond between us. Trees are much more our compan-

ions through life than animals, especially because they can survive us.

A psychological connection with trees takes us directly into the realm

of imagination. They are a perfect visualization of how imagination

works: taking roots and branching out. So when a tree is cut, the link

between consciousness and imagination, or between mind and spirit,

is severed.

Remember Black Elk? He was the famous Sioux Indian, whose book

made such a powerful impression on Jung, who often quoted it.4 Black

Elk knew that the Sioux were doomed, but he resisted as far as he could

and enacted group rituals of which he had dreamed, in which the re-

maining of the tribe danced around the four points of the compass,

with four different horses at each point. These rituals helped them to

stay connected to the Self and fight back until one day he said some-

thing like, “The sacred tree is dead. There is no longer a center. We are

finished when the sacred tree dies.”

Originally, man was able to sense sacredness in trees. In all mytholo-

gies there are sacred trees. This feeling that there is a divine presence in

a tree was essential to a whole way of being, and to a whole style of

civilization. It is therefore a dangerous sign when that sense of sacred-

ness that pervades nature, and trees in particular, is lost, whereupon

they are treated either as timber, as something useful for us, or as land-

scape decoration. That loss of an awareness that tress are meaningful

and valuable in and of themselves damages our spiritual connection

and enhances our arrogance.

I am not just talking about preservation or ecology. We are different

when we live in the company of trees. Their psychological impact on

us is only beginning to be studied. It is difficult to put it into words,

but people might feel a whole range of subtle things because of the

presence of a tree. It might put them into contact with patience, perse-

verance, resistance, change through cycles, change and yet permanence,

wisdom, tolerance, comfort, protection, poetry, beauty, transcendence.

On a more scientific level, we also need trees because they help oxy-
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genation, as well as the control of sound, wind, temperature, and lu-

minosity. One single adult tree transpires four hundred liters of water

per day, the same work done by five air conditioning machines.5 They

filter air and noise. They recycle the air we breathe. They soften the

effects of heavy rain and wind. They shelter and nurture the fauna. They

give us shade and repose.

Greater São Paulo has about ten million trees.6 Ninety percent of

them have been planted in inadequate places, under electrical wires,

against walls, in the strip dividing traffic ways in air-polluted roads, in

arid or somber lots. Their roots have to find their way through cement,

gravel, rocks, and the thick net of underground telephone, power, gas,

and water ducts. It was not a natural allocation of seeds carried by the

wind or by birds that plotted them on the urban map but technical

decisions as to the choice of specific trees in predetermined locations.

Trees that naturally would grow to gigantic heights are planted under

low electric high-tension cables. Somebody must have known before-

hand that at some point in time the branches would touch the wires.

Finally the power company workers declare the situation dangerous; it

threatens power transmission. The decision to trim the branches as

short as possible or to cut down the entire tree is quickly made, with

the general approval of a passive population. Electrical wires always

come first, and trees must be sacrificed at the slightest suspicion of

danger. Thirty percent of all newly planted trees die after the first trim-

ming. Seventy percent soon suffer physical attacks.

When you look at and read about the following illustrations, please

try to listen to what all these trees would say if they could speak. Here

is a first example of a kind of trimming supposedly done for the sake

of safety, but which actually distorts the shape of the tree (see figure

). To me this is like raping, so that electrical wires can freely run

through it. Here we clearly see the polarity between nature and tech-

nology, tree and electric lamp post, which will appear repeatedly in this

series. One year later, I went back to this same tree (see figure ). First

it was a young tree growing into a round shape, then central branches

were cut, and one year later it was reduced to a crippled structure.

Nobody cares, because with time the mass of new leaves will conceal

the hurt part.
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At a construction site for luxury apartment towers, contractors did

not care for having a beautiful, mature tree in front of the future build-

ing. They cut all its branches at the trunk, provoking its death at the

time when the building was ready. They even painted its dry trunk white,

as a cement pillar, not to interfere with the cleanliness of the place.

One day, city workers came and pruned a tree in front of my office

(see figure ). I knew that in time it would die too. We can see the pro-

gressive loss of leaves a few months later (see figure ) and the end

result (see figure ). When Christmas came, someone insensibly deco-

rated a dead tree. From pre-Christian times, the Tree of Life was lit

during the winter solstice to symbolize that life-giving light would re-

turn to the earth, as the tree itself would grow leaves again in spring.

So it would be symbolically incoherent to light a dead tree. This one
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was subsequently removed, and another one replaced it in the same

inadequate location. It did not grow and died too.

Most of the trees in São Paulo are this kind (see figure ). I love

them, especially because the street where I was born and raised was

lined—actually, the whole neighborhood, like others—with this kind

of tree. It has blue flowers, and in springtime it is beautiful to see

stretches of asphalt covered by a transient carpet of flowers. In this
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picture we can see the complete, intact structure. Depending on how

and to what degree a tree is pruned, it will never have its original struc-

ture again. What we have here is like a gothic cathedral, because full

growth has not been curtailed. If that happens, there remains a carica-

ture of the full potential of growth.

If we approach this fact symbolically, we can assess all its unseen

consequences. A tree symbolizes our inner growth, and ideally this

should not be trimmed, nor mutilated, nor stopped in any way. We will
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now develop this idea of the mirror effect of mutilated trees, which in

a gigantic underdeveloped metropolis symbolize and reflect curtailed

psychological processes. Economists would say underdevelopment, and

I would say mutilated development—reflected outside in suffering trees

that mirror our unconscious situation.

Common mentality wrongly assumes that it is good to trim trees

once in a while, similar to having our hair cut. New hair will grow with

renewed strength. However, the analogy is false. Trees in nature do not

need to be pruned to be strong. No one is there to provide that service.

So where did we get the idea that trees should have their branches cut?

Why do people feel relieved and at peace with their consciousness when

that happens? “When spring comes, new leaves will sprout. It is all right;

it is good for the tree.”

I studied botany a bit to understand what happens when a branch

is severed.7 The first organic reaction is for the immune system to close

up the wound as soon as possible, so that bacteria will not invade. It is

a natural defense reaction against a foreign body. The immune system

of the tree, after a limb is severed, creates a ring-shaped scar. The wound

closes, but the principle regulating growth gets disorganized. At the

traumatic spot, an excessive number of new, thin branches quickly

appears (see figure ), as if the tree were desperately trying to com-

pensate for the loss of that one branch by creating a hundred new ones

in its place. It is a crazy multiplication of cells at excessive speed—an

impossible situation. These new branches do not survive after a few

weeks. There is obviously not room for one hundred branches. I was

moved to realize that the tree wants to stay alive, that it does all it can

to generate new cells, but that it all happens in a chaotic way. The Self

was hurt so badly that it can no longer organize the whole being. The

attacked and traumatized tree has lost its wisdom, and its desperate

attempt at restoring life will inevitably fail.

Some time ago, the power company sent a pamphlet to all citizens

who pay monthly power bills, urging customers to call them about any

trees close to electrical posts—the company would be glad to come and

cut them. I noticed that the post in the illustration resembled a cross,

as if the power company were unconsciously saying that actually they

intended to crucify trees. Again, like in the previous chapter, I had to
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deal with the crucifixion motif, but this is so ironic because the cross is

itself a tree. There are images of Christ crucified on a tree, and the cross

is made of a trunk. So here, one tree would be crucified on the other.

This is certainly food for archetypal thinking. The sacrifice of nature

in the cross. Again, why must nature carry the cross for us? Is nature

sinful? Nature does not need resurrection. We do.

Some years ago, in a small town in the country, city planners de-

cided to plant only a certain kind of medium-size tree. It looks like a

bouquet, and its flowers look like orchids. Perhaps due to ideological

contamination from the capital, they also began to trim these short

trees. A few beans with seeds were left alone. Seeds will fall on asphalt.

Many country towns like this one are experiencing quick economic

development, but this process is one-sided, in the sense that values
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remain underdeveloped. The awareness is still thin that technology, as

in the sorcerer’s apprentice story, can turn against its creator.

I found two drastic examples of mutilation in middle-class, down-

town São Paulo neighborhoods. In the first case, despite the absence of

overhanging electrical wires, workers cut the branches of a tree. The

end result sadly reminded me of severed fingers in a hand. This attack

on the tree goes beyond the conflict between nature and technology.

In the other example (see figure ), we have a tree that, after being

deprived of its structural balance, looks like a disoriented living being

that no longer knows where its axis stands.

Now we have to address projection, as we did in the second chapter.

We certainly project something onto trees, something we have great

difficulty acknowledging in ourselves, and that is our dark, dangerous

side. We also project on them our growth complex—present in most

Third World societies—the historical incapacity to connect the ances-

tral roots of our psyche to a difficult, complex colonial process that did

to our identity something similar to what we see in these suffering trees.
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The question of growth has to be treated in a differentiated way. The

First World has now to deal with limits, as the mythology of unlimited

growth has revealed its destructive dimension in all aspects of modern

life. But for other regions the problem is of another kind, because

growth has gone wrong. Before it is limited, it has to be redirected along

new guidelines and values. As there is a collective unconscious com-

plex affecting this whole area, we tend to avoid the responsibility of

facing the drastic changes involved in redefining the kind of growth

we should have. There is something of adolescent psychology here: the

fear of looking at oneself in the mirror and seeing who one really is,

what one is doing to oneself. Trees are this mirror. We are in conflict

with our need to grow. Then we attack the growth of trees.

When I reached this understanding, I went to a specialist to talk

about the House-Tree-Person test. In the test, developed in the early

s, a person is asked to draw a tree. A manual is used to help inter-

pretation, but it tends to become too technical. There are many details

that can be measured. Something intriguing at a certain point in the

trunk can be correlated to a certain age, when presumably a signifi-

cant event took place in that person’s life. Many people are experts at

doing that. The idea then came to me that all the pictures I had taken

were like a tree test unconsciously done by the population at large. City

dwellers draw their collective tree test on living trees. No more draw-

ings are necessary for us to understand the situation. It is all there for

us to see.

Next is a picture from a test done by a ten-year-old boy, Rodrigo

(see figure ). Notice the little branches. After a trauma, a tree gets

disorganized, and it shoots out an excessive number of new branches

in an attempt to preserve life and growth, but they are destined to die.

Rodrigo’s father left home when he was still a baby. Until his third year

he lived with his grandmother. During this period and later he had

constant panic attacks, in which he feared he would lose his mother.

At ten he was unable to attend school regularly because of his deep-

seated insecurity. His father had completely abandoned him and started

a new family. The tree he drew depicts his inner situation. He has lost

father and is insecure of losing mother too. He is desperately trying to

recover his process of psychological growth, but that will fail, as it does
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when actual trees suffer a severe trauma (see figure ). If we refer to

the ideas exposed in the previous chapter, we can try to interpret this

actual tree test and say on its behalf, “My community has lost the father

principle and is terribly afraid of losing mother, so it gets disorganized

and no longer knows in which direction it has to grow.” The first tree

belongs to Rodrigo alone, but a similar one on the sidewalk belongs to

eighteen million people and has something to say about all of them.

Daniela is a thirteen-year-old girl. She went into therapy because

at school she was apathetic, almost catatonic, so closed-in that her

teacher thought she was an autistic child, which in fact she was not.
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She oversleeps, is absolutely careless, and clings to stronger girls for

guidance and as models of feminine identity. Her self-esteem is

dangerously low. Her tree has no leaves, except for one at the upper right

corner, which soon will fall as the others did. This is the image of death

in life, catatonia, apathy. This same tree can be seen out in the streets,

yet not necessarily in autumn. Leaves fall because the tree is dead in life.

Rafael is a twelve-year-old boy. He was often spanked and humili-

ated by his parents when he was a young child. At one point, his father
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got so jealous of his mother that after one of their frequent violent fights

he went into the garage, started the engine and killed himself breath-

ing carbon monoxide. The boy was away on a trip. When he returned

home he was told about his father’s terrible death. He fell into a shock

state, was soon taken to a child therapist, and drew his tree. It is full of

aggressive shapes like saws and knives. Absolutely brown, it has no trace

of green. No roots to be seen, and no leaves at all. The trauma Rafael

suffered turned him into a destructive and anti-social boy. He wants to

kill too, as his father did.

Now compare his drawing with a butchered magnolia tree. I have

for years admired the beauty of its unique white, hard flowers. Mag-

nolias were originally brought to the city by Italian immigrants, as a

remembrance of their beloved landscape. The senseless and violent at-

tack it suffered can only be understood if we search for an unconscious,

old trauma in the collective psyche that forces it to act out the same

destructiveness that has befallen it in some forgotten time.

Let us move to another topic: the base of trees and the space sur-

rounding them. I do not know if this happens elsewhere, but in São

Paulo people consider this particular spot the ideal place to dump gar-

bage and all kinds of undesirable materials. In ancient times, the place

where certain trees emerged from the ground was considered sacred.

In India, for instance, at the base of holy trees the Hindus make altars

for Shiva, consisting of an iron trident, garlands of flowers, a stone

lingam, a saffron colored stone, and votive lamps, all ritually assembled.

Why would an archetypally sacred place decay to the state of garbage

deposit? Does this arrangement not speak eloquently about our loss

of sacredness?

This psychological attitude is so widespread that it can be detected

beyond city limits, reaching the rural area. For example, a tree in the

middle of a sugar-cane field was cut for apparently no other reason

except to mark, like a gravestone, a garbage dumping site. When we

look at the city or at landscapes with the kind of approach we are devel-

oping here, we instantly understand what may be happening to people.

A contact is established with a deep layer of the collective psyche,

allowing us to assess urban problems from a new angle. Ignorance

and unconsciousness as destructive projections are at the root of the
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greatest part of these complex problems. Consider, for instance, a plastic

garbage bag hanging from the frail branch of a meager, weak tree. Such

an image expresses our contempt for living trees.

Latin America’s most advanced hospital, called Albert Einstein, was

built by the Jewish community in São Paulo. The compound is always

being remodeled and expanded. Amidst the constant activity, a bare

trunk in the parking lot captured my attention. A forgotten tree seems

not to deserve any special attention, and that says something about

the shadow of institutional health care, which tends to overlook indi-

vidual needs.

It is beyond my reach to understand why anybody would cut down

a palm tree at a beach, but I found an unfortunate example of this at

an oceanside resort. The tree must have been the recipient of a nega-

tive projection. Dead trees, reduced to stumps, are perhaps the saddest

outer images of the devastating effects of arrested inner growth.

Did you know that we have an inverted tree in our chest? The circu-

latory system in our lungs branches out according to a tree structure.

Therefore trees are not only symbolic. If these trees are pruned by dis-

ease, breathing is affected, and life is at risk.

Similarly, we can contrast an actual tree to the structure of the coro-

nary artery, with all its branches and ramifications. Of course, each

small blood vessel has a fundamental life function and cannot be

trimmed randomly. In a heart attack, part of this tree dies; physical

death might occur. As I maintain that trees are maltreated as a result

of our projections upon them, the parallel here is crucial. If the heart

becomes the recipient of projected shadow and not of our highest val-

ues and feelings, that psychological, unconscious phenomenon can

trigger a whole chain of somatic malfunctions, from high blood pres-

sure to dysrhythmia, blockages, thrombosis, and insufficient circula-

tion of blood and psychic energy. Images no longer circulate through

the cardiac tree; its vital imaginal sap solidifies. We are unfortunately

still unconscious of this central mystery about the free flow of images

in our psyche. We ignore that we breathe images. We eat them, and we

poison or heal ourselves with them.

Not only blood vessels but also the liver, nerves in the brain, and

muscles in the face, hands, and feet are organized according to a tree
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pattern. We realize then that this structure appears in all forms of life,

both physical and spiritual. Cells assemble and grow like trees. Memory

and knowledge unfold as trees, through roots, trunks, branches, and

smaller branches. The old myth of the tree of knowledge is an apt rep-

resentation of a mental process that nowadays can be clearly described

by evolutionary neurobiology.

On a larger scale, this same tree structure exists in the delta of a river.

When a river finally reaches the sea, it branches out like a gigantic tree.

The whole earth, like a body, displays a variety of tree images when

looked at from a satellite. In that aerial view appear tree tests done by

nature, and in that case the tree is never mutilated—except when there

is human interference.

Children have a wise habit of giving images to their parents or other

persons they love. Gifts of this sort must be viewed with utmost re-

spect and attention, because they may express deep contents of a child’s

soul, or the way the soul sees things. When I was eight I dedicated a

small drawing to my father, which reappeared in one of his wallets

some years after his death (see figure ). In it there is a house, a path-

way, trees, the two fishes I mentioned in the first chapter, and—to my
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amazement because I have become a Jungian analyst—two chairs fac-

ing each other and a vase with two flowers between them. I hesitated

to include this picture and a few others that will follow, fearing that

they were too personal, but that is not at all the point. I believe this

material can show clearly the importance of drawing as a way to open

channels for the emergence of unconscious contents that in the course

of time may become of central importance in a person’s life. If those

drawings, paintings, or other expressive objects somehow reappear in

a later moment, one realizes that the individuation process is not

arbitrary and really consists in gradually becoming what one already

is at the beginning, exactly like a tree.

Children have that gift of spontaneous expression, but almost all

will lose it sooner or later. In my case, when I entered college I left the

art school and concentrated all my energies in following two faculties,

law and social sciences, which demanded all available time. I clearly

remember that I increasingly felt uneasy about drawing. Self-criticism

reached a point at which nothing was good enough to deserve atten-

tion. The mind, then, gained primacy over all other aspects of psychic

life. Only many years later, when I began my analytical training in

Zurich, did I consider taking drawing and painting back again and, as

it happened, in a very modest way—not with special papers and pen-

cils but in a small notebook that I also used to write down dreams.

Please overlook the personal side of the story. I use it to show how, when

we make room for it, a creative process starts unfolding under the con-

scious surface, aiming at goals of which we have no hints.

My first “official” drawing of this period is a simple sketch of a weed

sprouting from a crack in the cement (see figure ). The weed had

caught my attention during one of my frequent walks in Zurich. It took

me years to realize that my drawing was both a self-portrait and the

first manifestation of this whole reflection. I was doing this and other

drawings at a time when I had absolutely no idea that one day I would

lecture about trees. Nevertheless, the unconscious seemed to have

known it much before, paving the way, arranging synchronicities,

making me responsive and sensitive to a problem that had been over-

looked by collective consciousness. I can see now that indications came

through these unpretentious drawings. At a later moment, a meaning-
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ful connection is made, and then we know that the major concerns of

our life were already present as anticipations in our soul much before

any awareness was possible. Such is the link between these two realms.

Next is a drawing depicting a strange dream image that I had at that

time (see figure ). In analysis, I heard that “something new wants to

grow from an old, rigid structure.” Twelve years later I was trying to

understand this image, the conflict between trees and electric posts.

My old dream image encourages me to believe that the problem has to

be worked on at a deep psychic level, until iron sprouts—which could

only mean new openings in consciousness to perceive heretofore ig-

nored aspects of life. It is not technology versus nature, but the two

merging into a third entity, which is actually the dream of all ecologi-

cally minded people who work on this modern alchemical process.

Indians in Brazil paint soul visions and perceptions of reality that

sharply contrast with our current views. We have not yet been able to

part with our arrogance and start to learn from their images something

we badly need to understand—what technology, civilization, and our

mythology of unlimited growth have being doing to life on earth. A

Ticuna Indian from the Amazon region painted an image showing the

spirit that inhabits a certain tree. In the painting, a shaman heals a
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person’s wounds with the intermediation of the tree spirit. The mes-

sage is clear: the medicine man is only a medium for the workings of

the transcendental dimension. In Indian culture, people recognize and

respect this connection. They know that if a tree is attacked the spirit

goes away. They know man is too weak and too small to endure suffer-

ing alone.

Another tribe, the Kamayurá of Central Brazil, performs a yearly

ritual to honor its ancestors called Quarup, in which the spirit of the
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deceased is represented by a trunk covered with paintings. These trunks

are cut a long distance away and brought to the central square, where

they stay erect for the whole duration of the ritual. In their belief, the

creator god made humanity by sculpting human forms on tree trunks;

therefore, those who died since the last celebration are represented in

their essential form. This is another kind of meaningful connection

established by culture, religion, and mythology between humanity,

trees, and creation. That is why Indians have, for thousands of years,

preserved the forest for us, one could say. But now that we have power

to rule over lands that were once only theirs and means to dissolve the

inner strength of their ancient beliefs, we reduce trees to timber, to

objects of commercial exchange, and lure the Indians to cut the trees

down for low prices. This is the apex civilization has reached. It has

succeeded in changing the traditional attitude the Indian people had

toward nature, making them do the dirty work for beads.

For city dwellers, tree trunks have lost all the symbolic meaning they

had in the past and are seen just as a potential danger, as is stressed by

newspapers whenever trees fall after a tempest. What is not mentioned,

however, is that roots have no space to penetrate, because the urban

underground upon which they are planted is occupied by a web of elec-

trical and telephone cables, gas, water, and sewage ducts. It is easier to

project the treacherous quality of potential danger on trees than to work

honestly on the irrationality of urban anti-life equipments.

But there is still hope, if at least a few people contact with trees.

Somebody materialized their suffering by painting on a stump eyes that

cry tears of blood (see figure ). Not only is the tree crying, it is also

looking directly to us, hoping perhaps to awaken in us an awareness

badly needed for us to overcome the dangerous—this danger is not a

projection—one-sidedness into which we have blindly fallen.

Because I have been referring to Indians and their cultural attitudes

toward nature and trees, I have chosen to close these observations with

an image that portrays a central scene in the Indian myth of the tree-

boy. He was born and has roots for feet, leaves for hair, and is mothered

by the jaguar. Indians believe that our tree dimension, that part of us

that is able to feel brotherhood with all living beings, has to be nurtured

not by the intellectual mother but by that instinctive intelligence that
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knows that body, coronary system, psychology, imagination, and spirit

must merge and grow together as a whole being.

We Jungians are also part of a tree that begins with Jung as a trunk

but that has deep roots in the great explorers of the soul from all times.

Jung’s followers, like branches, carry on his pursuits. We all can find a

place in this flowering creation of our modern culture.
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The Alchemy of Cement

in a Modern City

We are all familiar with the terrible urban problems that affect our

modern cities. Traditionally, we have handed these problems over to

city planners, engineers, politicians, people working with public fi-

nances, or social workers. We are unaccustomed to thinking that ur-

ban problems are a mirror of our own inner condition.

I live in the third-largest city in the world, São Paulo, which has eigh-

teen million inhabitants. The second-largest city is Bombay, in India.

São Paulo is very close in size to Mexico City. The head of this prob-

lematic list is Tokyo, with almost twenty-eight million people living

together. In cities this large, there are people who never see the sunrise,

people who do not get light in their apartments, and people who can

never look at the stars. Their children, who probably have never seen a

chicken or a cow, will become afraid to go out in the streets and to

participate openly in the community, because people do not know each

other anymore. Violence keeps growing. There is lack of beauty. There

is lack of poetry, and there is a sad lack of soul. Big cities are made of

cement. So cement is the matter, the prima materia with which cities

are built.
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Alchemy is an ancient way of looking at reality and its possible ways

of transformation. According to alchemy, a metamorphosis occurs

when you have two poles, or two different principles, combined in the

same vessel. The hermetic vessel is sealed, and transformation starts to

develop by its own accord. The alchemist does not interfere; he only

prays and keeps a low fire. He prays that God brings about a transfor-

mation.

In this chapter I will contend that a city has its own unconscious

that can be examined through a series of urban art works. I will deal

with the unconscious of eighteen million people and explore it on a

deep level—something they ignore.

When a patient comes into therapy, the therapist listens to a con-

scious story, which will be told by means of quite commonplace phrases

and images. The patient communicates his or her pain as best as pos-

sible. Having gone through that initial narrative, both therapist and

patient will search for signals or images that might be rooted in that

person’s unconscious, because the main idea is that this profound,

unknown dimension of the psyche hypothetically will be working out

a way to heal the wounds, disharmonies, or wrong attitudes that are

troubling this particular individual.

We are aware that it is not the therapist that heals, through his or

her wise words and interpretations. The analyst—as an intermediate

figure—puts the patient in contact with his or her own inner healing

forces. When the patient goes through that process, serious, gradual,

and profound transformations take place inside that person.

I look at the city in the same way. The city is suffering. Why? Be-

cause it has lost its soul. Is the city going to a therapist? No, there is no

such person as a city therapist. There are city planners; there are urban

committees. Yet we have not reached a point where we would assemble

a group of specialists to take care of the wounds affecting the soul of

the city. We still do not know how to talk or think in those terms. But

we could certainly attempt to do this. We could put together a histo-

rian, an artist, a teacher, a physician, an analyst, a philosopher, a musi-

cian, an ecologist, together with an engineer, a politician, and a former

comedian, and start talking about the problem. But maybe the time is

not right for it yet. The question then arises: who is trying to express
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what the city itself might be feeling and going through? Mainly the

artists. There is a kind of artist who is not so much impressed with the

professional persona, such as being a success, reaching high prices for

the work done, and making a lot of money, but who really is a medium,

an intermediary between the unconsciousness of the city and our com-

mon consciousness. This kind of artist creates a kind of deep well that

establishes a connection between those underground waters and the

surface level of our common perception of things as they appear to us.

He or she facilitates an alchemical process.

Artists, establishing that connection, can bring up symbols or im-

ages that—if we are willing to do so—we can absorb and integrate on

a collective mental level. They do their work and we, the citizens, can

attempt to understand the contents they are bringing up, perhaps

translating them into scientific, technical, or educational language,

infusing the old, habitual consciousness with new ideas and values.

Only when collective consciousness starts to change can we expect

significant transformations in our cities. We can then realize that urban

problems are not just for engineers; they are first and foremost psychic

problems. Hence, there is a need for analysts to be involved in healing

the troubled collective psyches of our cities.

For some aspects of reality, artists are the best conveyors of what is

happening in subtle dimensions. They can contact what is still hidden.

They can make positive and negative prognoses. For other things art-

ists are quite inept. But for some complicated human problems, we

have to go to the artist. The artist’s social role is not simply to provide

people with aesthetically meaningful objects, but to be a psychopomp,

a guide into unknown territory. In my view, this is the function of art

in a community. This is the healing role art can play, not just the

promotion of what fits inner decoration, but the revelation of

something hidden or unconscious that even a good Jungian analyst

would be unable to detect.

In the previous chapter, I presented trees as a test completed by the

population as a whole. In this chapter I want to go a bit deeper and

show that every city has a discourse of its own: something specific to

say about itself, about its prognosis, and about what should be worked

out and dealt with at a very deep level. As I mentioned before how my
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tree reflection began, I will also tell you how this piece of work came

into being.

In the late nineties, a group of artists, architects, photographers,

musicians, historians, and philosophers got together and decided to

start a yearly exhibit of art—not in museums, not in art galleries, but

in significant places of the city. The first exhibit was held in an old,

downtown São Paulo building that was being used for minor public

services. It was an extremely neglected and ugly looking spot. In that

building, for the first time, an art exhibit was presented, and it was about

the city itself. A second one was held the following year in a nineteenth-

century slaughterhouse, and then there was a third one in , which

is the one I will discuss.

To go to this exhibit, patrons started in the old central train station,

a beautiful, red brick structure planned and erected by an English com-

pany. That elegant train station was once a symbol of progress and

urbanization and was widely used by the upper classes, but nowadays

only poor people use the railroad to go back and forth from home to

work. Exhibit-goers would start in this train station, take a special train,

ride for some ten minutes, and then exit in the unexpected place where

the exhibit began.

After I arrived there with my wife, I felt my bowels moving in a way

they sometimes strangely do. I knew that something wanted to come

up to my conscious mind; I knew that non-verbal emotion was trying

to be transformed into insights and meanings. So it suddenly dawned

on me that perhaps I could look at this art exhibit as a sequence of

alchemical works. When that was clear, I went back to my scientific

training, and I said: “OK, I had an insight. I have a hypothesis and must

test it. If not, I am just having my own trip.” Of course, I had to con-

template a few works to check if the whole idea made sense. To my

surprise, it made sense throughout the exhibit until the last piece. We

then went back home. I took some notes and then decided that I would

let this experience unfold inside me. I knew neither the artists’ names

nor the titles they had given their pieces. Interviewing them seemed

unnecessary, and talking to others was not what would inspire me. I

believed that I had to let the symbolic meaning of each piece start to

talk to me.
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I will now return to that exhibit and visit it again while I share my

impressions. It may not make sense to you, because some of you cer-

tainly live in pleasant and healthy places; however, I believe that you

know cities like Houston, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Boston, or New

York, places I have been. There are so many American cities with the

same kinds of problems as the ones we will talk about.

In Dallas, Texas, there is an institute, originally founded by James

Hillman, carrying on this kind of work.1 Some very good people there

talk about the soul of the city, the “anorexia nervosa” of slim build-

ings, the “paranoia” of fenced-in houses, the psychological meaning of

walking. They talk about the symbolic meaning of roofs, windows,

walking, white lighting, shades, carpets. I love that. They are certainly

opening up new ground, bridging interior decoration and archetypal

psychology or industrial design and the psyche. I think that is all excit-

ing. I do not officially belong to that group. I do not consider myself

an archetypal psychologist, nor am I a follower of that school of

thought. But I think it is a good thing that similar ideas spring up in

different places and in different people. Without any institutional con-

nections, we are doing something along parallel lines. But, as I said

before, I just want to follow what my soul wants me to do.

Let us now start with the illustrations and images. The first one is

an aerial view of downtown São Paulo (see figure ), in which you

can see two railways that form an island, because you cannot reach that

area by foot or by car—it is completely closed in. Right in the middle

is the place where the exhibit was held. One building was a flour mill,

built around  along the railway tracks so that the heavy sacks full

of white flour could be directly transported to the seaport in Santos.

In the s, the firm went bankrupt, and the mill was abandoned. Soon

it turned into a modern ruin. This is the place we are going to enter.

Looking closer, it is reminiscent of bombarded buildings during

wartime. This is right in the heart of São Paulo. If it were not for the

exhibit, I would have never been to this place, because it is located in

an urban island that is like a forbidden garden. But what kind of a gar-

den is this? It is clearly not the Garden of Paradise, not the Garden of

Aphrodite or the Virgin Mary, not the garden of the Troubadours. It is

the Garden of the Shadow. Being a secluded area in the city, this is where
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dealers trade forbidden drugs, thieves hide stolen valuables, and where

hoodlums spend the night. In the heart of a metropolis there is a se-

cret garden where the shadow thrives. This is where the artists gath-

ered, as in a black ritual, to invoke the unconscious to manifest.

Our scene is not in a white marble museum, nor in an art school,

but in this fetid, repulsive place, inside a decaying, ruined building.

 . Aerial view of exhibit site.
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Windowpanes have disappeared. The place looks ghostly. It was full of

debris before the artists moved in (see figure ), and they chose to create

their work right on the spot. Nothing was brought ready to be installed.

The first things the artists saw were weeds, broken walls, dust, water

infiltration, rats, cockroaches, dirt, and shit. Soul must be created—

rekindled—out of the nigredo.

In the exhibit’s first work, artists covered part of the building with a

red plastic veil (Carlos Nader, Red Veil). In alchemy, you have three ba-

sic colors: black, white, and red. Black is called nigredo, the darkest dark,

corresponding to the first stage of the prima materia once it starts to

undergo a process of change. Some authors have called it the night sea

journey, the dark night of the soul, the black sun, depression, and mel-

ancholia. After black comes white, albedo, and then red, rubedo. In veil-

ing this dead body with red, the artist is bringing blood back to what

has died. The infusion of blood renews a psychic circulation of images.

In the second work, a silo was cut at its base (Ricardo Ribenboim,

Silo). There remained six large iron vessels, three of which were filled

with dirty water. In the first was the skeleton of a cow. The middle con-

tained a small, motorized pump underwater releasing air bubbles to

the dark surface. And in the third, some charcoal pieces floated around.

When I looked at this scene I was sure that an authentically alchemical

 . The abandoned mill before the exhibit.
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procedure was taking place, because work was being done with dead

water. Dead water is what runs in our polluted rivers. There are no

longer any fishes. No one can row a boat or sit by the river bank be-

cause its water stinks; it is lethally polluted and contaminated by deadly

bacteria. An unconscious voice seems to be saying: “Let’s work with dead

water, let’s pump some air back into it.” Air is spirit, breath of life,

purification, and oxygenation of what has gone putrid. Charcoal also

purifies water. So the first symbolic statement is that the primal waters

of life have to be purified. Psychic waters have been polluted, imagina-

tion darkened, movement lost, and light nearly out, but that can be

worked upon through alchemical imagination itself. Only when this

understanding is reached can the water pollution problem be solved by

technical means and not the reverse.

The following work, called Dwelling by Rodrigo Andrade, consisted

just of a pile of railway ties. It was as if the artist had said: “Let the rail-

road be rolled back in upon itself. Let us recoil, regress, go back inward.

Let not the tracks expand out into open country, but back toward their

own center. Let them re-flect.” So let us reflect on what a dwelling is.

We live in a city that has a large proportion of dwellings that do not

deserve that name, for they do not protect their inhabitants. They do

not shelter them and thereby do not provide adequate inner space for

the soul. Many of us have houses, but are they dwellings? Only in al-

chemy will you find a house that houses no one. It is a paradoxical

dwelling place, as if to say, we need to create inner space before we con-

tinue to build endlessly outward. Inner space has been occupied by

decaying matter instead of by the spirit. So this is the way we are liv-

ing. I do not think that an architect, an engineer, or a technician could

speak about our present-day condition better than this artist did with

his paradoxical dwelling place.

The next work was titled House of Lanterns, created by Marcelo

Dantas and Roberto Moreira. It was completely blacked out, and we

needed flashlights to visit it. Contrary to Dwelling, in which we con-

tacted the disappearance of inner space, here we tried to find our way

wandering through absolutely empty space. In previous times, when

the mill was still active, laborers worked with wheat to transform it into

white, pure flour. Now the place is completely abandoned, full of de-
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bris, garbage, excrement, waste paper, rags, and dripping water. What

did the artist feel here? He blackened the place, and then he installed

electric sensors on the ceiling. As we walked in and around, strategi-

cally placed sensors activated audio tapes. We heard sounds of police

sirens, gunshots, enraged dogs barking, swarming bees, and anxious

babies crying. You must imagine yourself walking into this place, in

total darkness except for a flashlight, listening to those sounds. Where

are you? What is that? You are in Hades. That is the Palace of Death

and Darkness. What this means is that if we want to undergo a process

of transformation, we have to descend first to the realm of the arche-

typal shadow. We have to go to Hades and understand what the shadow

is autonomously doing through all these horrible urban problems it

creates, which must be grasped in the first place as outer reflections of

our collective inner Hades. We have to go there and get our hands dirty

with soot, mud, and shit in order to start this work without gloves. We

must acknowledge the degree to which we are all responsible for pov-

erty, misery, social injustice, criminality, juvenile delinquency, epidem-

ics, malnutrition, famine, and all the rest of it.

Dante started his journey descending into Hell in the company of

Virgil. There would be no Divine Comedy without Dante’s journey into

the underground of human immorality. And this is what the artist tells

the visitor: “You must go there if you want to see what comes out of it.”

Then we could proceed to the next place.

We then walked upon solid concrete floor (see figure ). The artist

had dozens of tiny holes drilled in it along crossed orthogonal lines,

forming a grid, and then in each hole he inserted a plastic, disposable

syringe filled with liquid mercury. In the middle he placed a huge crack

pipe. Before we approached it, it looked like a miniature army of aligned

marching soldiers, or a group of students performing rhythmic gym-

nastics. The monitor who was accompanying us delivered comments

and explanations based exclusively on a common-sense, conscious

point of view, and at this point she said: “Here the artist is working

with the drug addiction problem.” That was too obvious. All big cities

have a drug problem, and you make poor art if you just assemble sy-

ringes and a crack pipe. But when I looked at that, the Roman god

Mercury instantly came to my mind. Alchemy worked with three main
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elements: salt, sulfur, and mercury. Mercury is a precipitator of change.

Salt and sulfur react violently to it. Which unconscious image is the

artist bringing to the surface here? It is the symbol of the injection of

mercury into cement. Through his art, he seems to say: “If you really

want to deal with the drug problem, you have to bring soul back to

cement. You must try this injection of subtle substances to make it re-

act through the alchemical action of mercury.”

What does that mean, bringing soul back to cement? This is a meta-

phor. Actually, it means bringing soul back to our hardened and rigid

psyches, we citizens, to make us sensitive to what cement stands for

and to what excessive cement causes in ourselves. We must therefore

be infused with the spirit of mercury. Jung wrote an essay, “The Spirit

Mercurius,” which has to do with the workings of the transcendent

 . Cildo Meirelles, Crack Pipe and Syringes
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function in ourselves, an instinctual capacity we possess to symbolize

ways of overcoming insoluble situations for which we see no conscious

way out.2 Therefore, it is possible to give up naive projections accord-

ing to which the drug problem should exclusively be dealt with by health

or police authorities. As this is first and foremost a psychological prob-

lem, the injection of mercury will unleash new values and ideas, which

subsequently can be delegated to technicians and city planners to imple-

ment them as public policies.

In the next piece, the artist used the language of photography en-

graved on copper plates, a modern version of the old daguerreotypes

in the early stages of this art (Patrícia Azevedo, Photos on Copper Plates).

Her work superimposed photographs taken from the same angle, some

in , others in , and the rest in the present, . She made double

exposures of similar negatives from different time periods and then

transferred the resulting synchronous images to large copper plates that

she hung on the wall as imaginal windows. The plates were corroded

by acid, blurring some details of the pictured scenes. A viewer’s first

reaction might be: “I get it, the artist is talking about the passing of

time. She is telling me this was a nice working place in the past, and

now it is reduced to shambles. Time does actually corrode all we build.

Everything in the end disappears.”

This is a normal reading of the work, but it is just too conscious—

we do not need art to remember that. Art, after all, can change us: it

can go deeper. If you want to make a reading that catches the uncon-

scious contents, you have to go back to copper and corrosion. Copper

is the metal of Aphrodite. The images that appear in Aphrodite’s mir-

ror when she looks at herself, or in the reddish reflections of copper,

have to do with love. Loving the image. Corrosion is the defacement of

the image. Is it a good or a bad thing that images get corroded? It de-

pends on which images we are considering. If a city has its memory

corroded, the old trees, the squares in front of the church, the humble

row of houses, the river bank, the horse fountain, the old jail, the first

bank, the factories built by immigrants—to lose all that has negative

consequences for our sensibility and sense of identity. That is bad. Outer

icons of collective memory die, threatening the inner building of

memory. People will forget from where they have come. But there is a
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kind of image that definitely has to be corroded in order to make room

for new configurations.

We have a mental and photographic image of which we are still

proud: São Paulo was once the fastest-growing city in the world. That

was in the fifties. The period’s economic statistics, the number of new

houses being built per day, and the tons and tons of concrete used illus-

trate the extremely accelerated rate of growth São Paulo experienced

then. We are used to thinking that we could be number one in the world.

“We grow so fast that we will soon catch up with the First World, and

that is wonderful.” I believe that that image has to be corroded. The new

phrase, with an accompanying image is “Stop growing.” As Luigi Zoja

has convincingly demonstrated in his excellent book, Growth and Guilt,

modern civilization has reached the zenith of hubris in its belief that

unlimited growth would be the ultimate achievement of humanity.3 The

tragic results of this age-long presumption is exploding everywhere

around us, from the ozone hole to the contamination of underground

water and from mania to depression as collective syndromes.

Inspired by art, we must go back in time and superimpose our

modern ways with old ways for the sake of enlightenment. Are there

not a few vital things that we regret having lost? Think of Sunday

morning peacefulness, shopping in the old central market, talking to a

neighbor, sitting in a downtown park, and taking a rest near a clear

stream. There is a problem, art is saying, with images. They must be

reflected in all their clarity in Aphrodite’s copper mirror. She must like

what she is shown. She will definitely not negotiate.

Continuing through the art exhibit, we encountered a place where

we could look at the floor above, because three big squares had been

cut out (Nelson Félix, Cut Squares on the Floor). They hung in mid-air,

suspended by iron cables, like heavy, flat pendulums in slow motion.

People may have all sorts of different reactions to this scene, and mine

was that alchemical forces are saying: “You must now create breaks and

put separations down. You have to open channels of communication

between above and below. Cut, pierce, and displace cement, so you may

have a new perspective.”

No longer boxed in, we can become conscious of other dimensions:

one above and the other below. Most of us who live in apartments ac-
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tually are confined in cement boxes. We forget it, but in reality we are

separated—by slim walls—from other destinies enacted just a few

meters away, at left and right. Above your head or below your feet a

baby is being conceived. A couple is divorcing; a child is drawing a pic-

ture; someone is sighing; a burglar is stealing; a despairing soul wants

to die. The human drama unfolds all around, but we are boxed in our

little cubes—not cardboard shoe boxes but hard cement ones, all deco-

rated inside. We delude ourselves thinking that by merely looking out

our windows we are in communication. That is just visual contact. What

is lacking is psychic communication. Or, one step further, communi-

cation between the conscious mind and the unconscious. As we are all

split, these two levels are concretely separated by a thick cement floor.

The unconscious psyche told the artist, who passes the word on to us

by cutting open the barrier that separates us from the unconscious

above and below.

There is no sensuality in the works we have been discussing, as there

is no sensuality in the big city. The city is harsh. It has pointed angles

that wound us. It is hard—we knock ourselves against it. The city is

not sensuous. It does not caress us and does not invite us to caress it. It

does not embrace us. It does not laugh with us. We cannot touch our

faces to a wall—it will hurt. We no longer have much wood in the city.

We have hardly any soft materials. We have steel, concrete, plastic, black

rubber, asphalt, and all kinds of hard surfaces.

The next work was done by a woman who, instead of cutting squares,

pierced a small hole through the cement floor, upon which she as-

sembled a pile of sand (see figure ). The exhibit lasted forty-five days,

and that was the span of time it took for all this sand to run down

through the tiny hole to the floor below. In the upper floor, only a pile

of sand was visible, but when viewers came to the lower floor, or vice

versa, they realized what was happening. The first, automatic associa-

tion is with the hourglass, the eternal flight of time. Earlier I said that

we were proud that time passed so fast and that we were catching up

with the fast-spinning world. Here we go back to slow time, hourglass

time, which puts us into a meditative state about speed, space, city, and

our own heartbeats. But there is more to it. Let us go back once again

to alchemical thinking.
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Sand is the childhood of cement. Mixing sand, water, and cement

powder yields the plastic substance with which we create to our own

image our buildings, like God creating man out of clay. Cement is there-

fore the modern equivalent of biblical clay, the prima materia. With

that substance we ended up creating monstrosities. In this art piece we

 . Laura Vinci, Hourglass
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are thrown back to the beginning, because if cement were put into the

blender—to stay with kitchen symbolism—the end result would be

sand again. We have to acknowledge that this is what the alchemical

imagining of the city is saying: “Change your attitude and go back to

the beginning. Turn cement back into sand again. There you have a

second chance to build something reasonable. Do not forget to put in

a little mercury this time. Do not forget to let air circulate through the

mixture. Try again.” This is what the unconscious, through alchemy, is

saying.

For us therapists there is an interesting analogy to be made here.

Dora Kalff, in her talks with Jung, developed a technique of healing

called sandplay therapy, in which the patients use sand as the support

for miniatures that give shape to inner, sometimes unconscious, fig-

ures.4 In that kind of therapy, working with sand would give patients a

second chance to structure a more genuine personality. The sand in a

decayed mill could then be used to shape a new urban environment,

taking into account all that we have learned in the last one hundred

years of psychotherapy.

Next we entered an empty room, from whose derelict windows we

could see, on one side, the industrial sector, and from the other, the

intricate cobweb of downtown skyscrapers. The artist, Eliane Prolik

(Bread Dough), randomly laid out electrical cables on the floor, with

several lit lightbulbs. Then she arranged around the empty space some

iron four-legged structures, upon which were flattened, thin pewter

sheets. They looked like beds. And upon these pewter beds she depos-

ited bread dough. The dough was left there, and soon it began to fer-

ment. The smell was typical, and that was the image: bread dough upon

hard metal beds. Artist as midwife: what creative symbolic idea and

image have been born?

What is the unconscious attempting to say here? Bread is the pri-

mal food. Bread is a religious symbol. It is made out of wheat. We are

in a decadent wheat mill. . . . Here we have bread dough, but we have

no oven. So this bread cannot be baked. It cannot become food for the

soul. I think the unconscious is saying, “You foolish people, you forget

that you have to feed your soul with true bread and not with consum-

erism, illusions, and fast food but with essential food for body and soul.”
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For that we need an oven. The oven too belongs in alchemy. Inside it,

controlled fire works transmutations, and in due time the bread will

be ready to be eaten. Baking bread is a transformative process. We can-

not eat it raw. Raw bread is a nonsense.

But that is not all. Depending on how you look at this scene, there

appears the Freudian couch. If we go into that apparition, it would mean

that unbaked bread dough has to go to the analyst to find out what is

happening. So this is actually a beautiful image of cultural therapy.

Perhaps Hayao Kawai would have liked this, because he believed that

therapy should make people identify with a stone and forget about their

ego.5 What we have here is not personal therapy at all but city therapy.

It so happens that the part of the city that is going to therapy is bread

dough, which then would talk to somebody and report what it has been

dreaming of lately, what its wishes and complaints are, and what it

thinks is wrong with it. Why does it not succeed in transforming and

becoming a good, normal loaf of bread? This bread therapy, I am con-

vinced, would be more fruitful for the city than a plebiscite.

We now proceed to a room in which there is an artificial creek whirl-

ing around a gravel pathway (see figure ). Gravel is a machine-pro-

cessed building element and when mixed with cement helps it to be

still harder. This is the only work in which there is a human figure. The

artist had a black man, a model, pose nude for him. He then took pic-

tures of this nude black man and had the care to place a whole series of

portraits exactly in the same spot where the pictures were taken. That

is all. Viewers followed the gravel pathway and saw different poses. If

they were affected by it, they might then ask if there were such a man

in alchemy.

Yes, he was called the Ethiopian.6 Alchemy in Europe was a white

pursuit, but it was born in Egypt. People there had dark skin. As has

happened to African culture, many of its best creations went to white

hands. Time passes, the origins are forgotten, and they no longer get

the credit. In European alchemy, the Ethiopian, the black man, meant

the shadow, the radical other, the unknown other man who dwells in

ourselves. I am a white man; my other is a black man inside me. If we

have racial prejudice it is because we have an equivalent inner racial

prejudice against an unknown part of ourselves, usually represented
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by a black or an Indian. The alchemists said that we have to talk to the

Ethiopian and come to terms with him. He is nude. He is not hiding

himself. He has no persona to distance him. He is there ready for us.

Go to him. Listen to him. Start a relationship with him. This room is

therefore an initiation chamber, such as those in Pompeii, those villas

with allusive frescoes painted on their walls. This is a contemporary

initiation room, in which city dwellers have to meet the other, the deep

other in themselves.

We moved on in the exhibit to a Helio Melo’s Shoe Shop. The art

consisted of a collection of single shoes, not the pair, hanging on the

wall. A few were scattered randomly on the floor. Different kinds of

shoes were chosen, and there we could start our flow of associations.

Many of us would think of a shoe shop or a shoe repair shop. I remem-

ber when I was a boy that if there were a hole in my shoe’s sole, I would

 . Willi Biondoni, Photos of a Black Man
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go to the shoe repair shop on the corner and have it repaired. There

were always a few that the owners forgot to claim. That was a tradi-

tion. After a month the owner would lose the property of his unclaimed

shoe. What has this prosaic detail have to do with alchemy? Here we

have dirty tennis shoes, old high-heel shoes, executive shoes, sandals,

baby shoes. The first alchemical metaphor here is one-sidedness. We

cannot have just one foot or one shoe. We need two. Otherwise we will

become one-sided and consider reality only from one side. We must

work on this dangerous collective attitude by searching for the miss-

ing shoe. The shoe shop scene also brings to mind car accidents, when

a single shoe is lost in the middle of the highway.

Thinking of the grave problems created by one-sidedness, we can

go back to our previous discussion of the interplay between the mas-

culine and the feminine principles. I have discussed the psychological

and historical distortions caused by the monopoly of an unbridled

phallic principle. An equivalent disaster would occur if the feminine

principle ran unchecked in a similar way. One principle controls and

balances the other—that is the old wisdom. So, I would say, the femi-

nine principle should bridle the masculine and vice versa. They should

not run wild, nor should one dominate or overrun the other. What

would a city ruled by an unrestrained feminine principle be like? It

would be absolutely chaotic too. Such cities do not exist now, if they

ever did, because we are historically patriarchal, but it would be just

the opposite. Something would be missing, perhaps Logos as we know

it, goal-oriented projects, or something of the sort. We are always in

the middle of the crash between two opposites, although we know more

about the masculine principle than about the feminine, because this

one has been repressed for so long. Actually, I do not really know what

an unbridled feminine principle is all about. I can imagine it, but I have

never seen it. Some people talk about the matriarchy, and we sort of

see it in the movies. But I do contend that, in this moment of time, we

need more of the feminine. We have had enough of the masculine prin-

ciple. It is exhausted. We need balance.

The unpaired dirty shoe also alludes to a dreadful image we all have

kept somewhere in a corner of our memories—those piles of shoes

taken away from the Jews at the ghetto before they were driven away to
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the concentration camps. Death is present in this scene. Some dimen-

sion of death is instilled in a community when there is no longer faith

and hope. The kind of disease that affects our cities burdens the soul

with the sadness of death.

São Paulo is full of idiotic stimulation. Images appear randomly and

badly disturb the landscape. There is an overdose of blown-up printed

scenes involving toothpaste, cell phones, cars, bras, computers, smil-

ing women, couples playing with dogs, margarine, credit cards. All over.

We are bombarded with advertising billboards, chaotic images, and fast

food—a stream of sheer stupidity filling our visual field from all angles.

Our eyesight can never rest, nor can it be inspired, amused, or in-

structed. Perhaps there could be symbols or poetry instead. In one work,

the artist zoomed in on cheap dishes of food and hung those pictures

as critical images (Rocheli Costa, Photos of Food Dishes). This is the kind

of food that millions of people eat every day. An unheard, unconscious

voice in the city seems to be asking, “Is this all we live for?” We spend

our lives traveling three or four hours back and forth from home to

work in a jammed bus, doing undignified work, being ill-treated by our

bosses, getting poor checks at the end of the month, enduring all the

curses of the city to have that dish of food as a reward? Is this all that

there is to life? Nothing beyond mere survival?

 . Assemblance of debris by exhibit workers.
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Now we step outside (see figure ). Workers, not artists, did this.

They separated different kinds of debris—broken bricks, concrete frag-

ments, roof tiles, dismantled wooden structures. Organization of chaos.

One of the fundamental steps in alchemy before a new fusion takes place

is separatio. We have to separate things inside ourselves. Some things

 . Jose Miguel Wisnick, Brick Chimney
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are valuable and should be kept; some should be thrown away. Urban

chaos reflects psychological chaos: one affects the other, but to grow out

of it differentiation of what is what is needed. Alchemy is very paradoxi-

cal: sometimes mixing, sometimes separating. Sand would be cement

going back to its origin. Here again we have a movement of going back

to elementary building blocks. If an alchemical separation of the es-

sences is achieved, then we can start to build again with psychologi-

cally recycled bricks, cement, gravel, stones, iron, water, and wood.

Going to see the last work, we walked on polluted soil covered with

debris. The alchemists also called the prima materia the “bitter earth,”

a dead, acid soil from which something new might grow if the pain of

transmutation is carried all the way through. Looking down, I noticed

seedlings fighting their way upward to light and air. It was like an an-

swer to all the uncomfortable questions raised by this strange art ex-

hibit: life coming back to the surface again. And now, by Paulo Pasta,

just a blue canvas on the back wall of another empty room, a window

finally opened to the sky, to infinity, to spiritual transcendence. Instead

of a cheap dish of food, it is blue as soul food.

To view the last work, visitors wore construction security helmets and

entered a short tunnel leading inside a brick chimney (see figure ). In

the beginning of the industrial era, these chimneys were symbols of

modernity. The only interference by the artist was to arrange wooden

benches. This time, we could sit, relax, and look up to the sky through

a round opening. And now comes the best part, the sound of flutes

filling the whole space. At that point, one could feel something like this:

“I am sitting inside a chimney out of which, in the past, the smoke of

capitalism was released to dissolve in the air. But now, instead of a cloud

of smoke, a cloud of music will spread over the city as a compassion-

ate cloud of our love for it.” Smog, at last, gave way to music.

ARTE/CIDADE () was organized by Nelson Brissac Peixoto. Not

all of the works in the exhibit have been commented on in this chapter.
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Bringing Soul Back

to Education

   

I have invited you to come along with me to look at newspapers with a

different glance, to go back to the sixteenth century and re-imagine

history, to walk on the streets of a megalopolis looking at suffering trees,

and to visit an art exhibit in a derelict building with alchemy on our

minds. Now we will go back to the earliest classroom in our educational

system (to preschool and kindergarten), contact again that experience,

and prepare ourselves to understand what can happen if education

opens the door to the unconscious.

The idea of this chapter is that something can be done to bring

soul back to education. This assumes that education has become soul-

less. However debatable this argument may be, it seems to me that

education has no soul when it fails to arouse in children a love for

knowledge or to encourage them to develop their creative potential.

Children go to school because they have to, but it seems that passion

is not in the classroom, not even in recreation. Teachers have become

mother surrogates, sometimes negative mother figures who believe

that they have a monopoly on knowledge, children being ignorant.
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Some teachers seem to ignore that the best way to teach is to learn

together. There is not enough room for imagination and creativity in

a kind of education whose goal is to build fit citizens for the techno-

logical era.

In the second chapter I spoke briefly about Latin American history.

Children are required to learn that subject in such an external and

passive way that they do not get involved. There is no empathy and no

fantasy. Their teachers would never say, “Now close your eyes, relax,

and imagine you are an Indian having fun on the beach when all of a

sudden you see this big brown vessel approaching. You have never in

your life seen such a thing, and it carries strange-looking men with

hair on their chins and shining adornments. Tell me now what you

feel. What is going to happen? What the Indian and the explorers think,

you and them, etc.” This would be teaching history through

imagination and not passive memorization. Children could be

stimulated to bring forth their intuition, their capacity to see ahead

and envision things that are not yet perceptible or conceived. Children

are masters of imagination, but our school system combats precisely

that on the wrong assumption that to educate a child is to remove him

or her from the world of imagination and intuition and instead build

and reinforce a rational ego. The technological myth is that only a clear-

cut, standard ego is able to absorb and organize knowledge, but that

view is sterile.

We have to look carefully at this rational standpoint, which repre-

sents a power dispute between two perspectives: one maintains that

only conscious ego rationality creates an efficient culture, and the other

values the unconscious, creativity, and the spiritual Self, criticizing the

identification between culture and technological progress. The first is

a view that believes it is a theory; the second is a direct expression of

the psyche in its multiplicity of functions. The theory of modern edu-

cation has aligned itself with the first and has not yet been able to rec-

ognize how much a fiction it is. As now a growing awareness of the

shortcomings of modern society points to education’s one-sidedness,

long-forgotten subjectivity is now fighting for its return. The ego-Self

connection needs not to be ignored at school in order to promote hu-

man development.
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Can we not conceive of a kind of education in which a child grows

and maintains side by side: Self and ego, imagination and the sense of

reality, reason and poetry, straight lines and curved lines, information

and formation, thinking rationally and thinking intuitively? This ques-

tion has led me to consider that education has ignored the findings of

psychology, especially depth psychology, as if they were two rival sib-

lings, which in fact they are, competing for space and time. Because

education is older, it might be saying, “I am not interested in your find-

ings. You have not convinced me with your insistence that there is an

unconscious part of the psyche that has to be taken into account. I leave

that for you, because you are the only one who believes in it.” For the

last one hundred years depth psychology has tried to understand this

relationship between ego and Self, what belongs to each, the dialectic

between these two poles, how one feeds or obstructs the other, the val-

ues and perspectives associated with each one. Depth psychology has

acquired some knowledge about the function of symptoms, about the

workings of the mind, about the mythological and religious layers of

the psyche, about the connections between inner and outer worlds,

psyche and soma, soul and ideas, about the language and importance

of dreams and fantasies. Something definitive has been observed and

gathered in the course of the last hundred years at least. Yet, probably

due to a stern competition, for the most part education has turned its

back on the strongest statements that the psychology of the unconscious

has tried to make.

As a counter-reaction, psychologists became quite inflated, devel-

oped an irritating jargon that is always indicative of intellectual inse-

curity, and claimed that they knew more, more profoundly, and better.

The other group replied, “I will simply ignore you.” The overall result

of this splitting of approaches is that the word unconscious is absent in

the whole work of Piaget, and the Encyclopedia of Psychoanalysis as-

sembled by Laplanche and Pontalis omits an entry for intelligence. How

can intelligence and the unconscious be kept in separate boxes? We

know that intelligence springs from an archetypal, unconscious ma-

trix that prepares the mind to function in a certain way, because it cer-

tainly can function in other ways, different from what we call “normal.”

It has been demonstrated that an unconscious thinking process has
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helped physicists and mathematicians, not to speak of poets and art-

ists, to break through the prevailing paradigm of scientific knowledge

and make important discoveries.1 Quantum physics has definitively

established that there is no absolutely objective knowledge. The act of

observing an external object is filtered by a subjective screen and at the

same time interferes with the very condition of the object. There is al-

ways an unknown factor collaborating with our conscious efforts to

obtain knowledge or to create images that give substance to our cul-

ture. We have come to accept the difficult fact that the unconscious has

an intelligence of its own. It has its own purposes and goals, and the

best thing we can do is to create a bridge between the two realms, put-

ting an end to an ignorant arrogance that insists on recognizing the

reality of just one side. If the school tries to keep these two rivers apart

and succeeds, children are taught to become split people, because it

was ignored that at the root of true knowledge there must be an un-

conscious predisposition to learn. The archetype, or unconscious pre-

existing matrix, that sustains the whole edifice of education is denied

as non-existent. Consequently, even the most efficient pedagogic tech-

nique will not be able to ignite the soul.

If I have a dream of, say, a tree, my unconscious is indicating that

there is a readiness in me to accrue some knowledge, or experience,

connected with trees. I am sensitized, or—to use a photographic meta-

phor—my personal film is ready to receive an impression, and it is up

to me to facilitate that or not, to leave it to chance, or to go for it. The

best educational program would be one that runs parallel to the chang-

ing unconscious constellations in the psyches of the students. Instead,

we have standard and official programs that establish precisely, like a

straight line, what a seven-year-old child has to learn during the year,

regardless of unexpected openings to the absorption and development

of other interests. The Tree of Knowledge is homogenized. It is turned

into a cement tree; its branches can no longer follow the wind. Some-

times, at age seven, children are ready to learn some astronomy, but

because they cannot yet write correct Portuguese, this handicap has to

be worked out first. Astronomy must wait—probably until after the

interest disappears, perhaps never to return. The branch that could not

develop for lack of water will certainly not reappear later in life. Maybe
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these children had astronomy constellated in their unconscious and

could have intuitively understood extremely complicated phenomena

having to do with the space-time continuum. Why should these chil-

dren be denied something for which their unconscious is indicating they

are ready? It is because there is an insurmountable separation between

education and the psychology of the unconscious; however, in the liv-

ing person that separation still does not exist. As far as I know, it has

never occurred to school principals that simple and inexpensive experi-

ments in this area can be pursued by just listening to children’s dreams.

In  I started a project, “Dreams in the Classroom.” I was invited

by Eda Canepa and Jeannette DeVivo to lecture at a private school about

the relationship between education and the unconscious. I mentioned

how often Jung stated that dreams taught him things that he was not

able to formulate. As an example, I told them about his famous dream

in which he saw the several layers of a house, each historically older

than the other, and how that image made him understand the struc-

ture of the psyche from a surface, individual dimension to a deep, un-

known, collective layer that he then called collective unconscious. His

Memories, Dreams, Reflections recounts dozens of dreams from which

Jung learned, among other things, that he should research alchemy or

differentiate the reality of the Self from ego consciousness—a dream

in which he sees a Yogi in meditation.2 As I followed this train of

thought, an idea started to take shape, and then, out of the blue, I pro-

posed that the school schedule a time for children ages three to six to

tell their dreams in the classroom, once a week, in front of their teacher

and classmates. Once this idea was formulated, the rest followed quite

naturally.

The initial proposal stipulated that the teacher write each dream

verbatim on a sheet of paper if the child were still unable to do it alone,

and then the child would draw the dream on the other side. That was

all. No teacher was obligated to do it unless she (all were females) felt

personally motivated to do so, nor was she to follow any kind of manual

as to how to proceed. I proposed that we do an experiment and there-

fore follow the rules of research methodology, namely, observation,

annotation, repetition of the observation, re-formulation and correc-

tion of hypotheses, and gathering and classification of the empirical
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material. Only then could we start to theorize about what was happen-

ing. We have been doing that regularly since then, and now we have

more than ten thousand dreams and drawings. I am deeply grateful to

the fifty or so teachers who believed in this project and worked on it

with great dedication, openness, and creativity.

Let me first tell you the kinds of questions that arose when I started

working with the teachers. One of the first questions was, “But what

do we do with the dreams?” I said, “You listen to them. You let each

child speak, let the others listen, and then we will see what comes up.”

Then another said, “But, excuse me, I was not trained to be a psycho-

therapist.” And I replied, “I am not saying that you have to act as a psy-

chotherapist nor that you will have to acquire new technical knowledge.

You have a potentiality for a new approach, of which you are not aware,

and we will attempt to bring it forth. Dreams are not the property of

psychology. We analysts do not have a monopoly over dreams. We are

not the only experts. From time immemorial humanity dealt with

dreams in a variety of different ways. Shamans always used dreams;

prophets, spiritual guides, wise elders, poets, and artists knew what to

do with dreams. Why not teachers? Anybody can use a dream for pur-

poses other than treating a patient in therapy. Analyzing dreams in

therapy is just one use that can be made, and, by the way, it turns out

to be a very good one. We have tested it over the last one hundred years.

It works most of the time. There are different schools that say dreams

are this or that, that people should or should not interpret them, that

there is a right interpretation and people should know it, while another

school would disagree. Jungian psychoanalysts use dreams to treat

people who are somehow out of balance; for us it is a useful working

tool. However, that does not mean that someone else cannot use dreams

for other purposes and develop other methods and other approaches.”

I sensed that the teachers could do it—and they did.

We have been carrying on this experiment for four years. Why do I

emphasize the term experiment? First, because we do not have any prior

theory; second, because we have no certainties; third, because we have

to observe and evaluate results; fourth, we have to develop a know-how;

and fifth, in experiments it is possible to go wrong—that is part of it.

If we realize something is not well thought out we can think it over
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again. An experiment means an open work, no certainties but insights,

and sound empirical observation following the rules of scientific meth-

odology, but with intuition, too.

After we started, I was soon summoned to meet with the teachers

because they were very anxious. They complained, “We think this is

dangerous, because the dream images are so threatening, so weird.

We fear that by doing this dream experiment we might touch some

latent psychotic nucleus in the children, and this could make them

crazy and do damage to them. We do not know how to deal with that.

The parents will complain, and they can even sue us.” I said, “I give

you my word that listening to children’s dreams can never be harmful

to them. If a child has a psychotic nucleus, a dream report will not

activate it, and it might even help the child by indicating that some

care must be taken with that particular child. A dream might warn us

that some disruption is about to happen. We can then direct that child

to a therapist preventively, on the basis of the evidence provided in

the dream. Also, a terrible dream or nightmare could indicate a

problem that could then be dealt with by getting the child into mental

health care.” At that point, without any prior experience, they had to

believe me or just forget the project. After four years that anxiety is

gone, because not a single child in a group of four hundred became

psychotic as a result of our experiment. No children got out of control,

lost their (mental) footing, or mixed reality with fantasy. As predicted,

a few children in need were referred for treatment on the basis of

disturbing dreams.

We had started with a declared fear of dream images. I insisted, “You

have been teaching children for more than twenty years. You are not

familiar with their dream images, and the first time you see them you

are afraid? Do you think it would be better not to know these images?

Do you not listen to your son’s and daughter’s dreams? How can you

educate children if you are afraid of their inner world? That is an in-

complete education.” After all, what were those frightening images?

Sharks, dinosaurs, super-heroes, whales, witches, holes, bats, robbers,

mother is dying, father disappears, brother is born as an animal, grand-

mother is no longer there to be seen, darkness, blood, knives, spiders.

I told them, “Did you not know that children live in the mythological
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world? Children are living the hero archetype from ages three or four

onward, and therefore they have to meet the dinosaur and fight with

the big snake. There is more action in their dreams than in a Spielberg

movie. This is why they enjoy these kinds of movies so much. They

reflect their dreams, which are still even more creative. They watch

movies to be assured that what they imagine exists out there and that

they are not crazy. So let us go to their inner cinema and be their com-

panion. We want to know the contents of their dreams. These children

do not need to be treated; they just need to be heard.”

The first noteworthy thing at the start of the experiment was that

children were not afraid and immediately accepted what was being

offered. Many introverted boys and girls, who were usually afraid to

open their mouths and express themselves in the classroom, when asked

to tell their dreams for the first time, became protagonists, the center

of attention. They had been regarded by classmates as silly or dumb

but all of a sudden had something quite interesting to say. This fact

alone affected the group dynamics. Some children were leaders because

they were strong or extroverted, but with this dream-telling experiment

another side of their personalities came to the fore. Children began to

know themselves and each other better and in different ways. Soon they

invented a fantastic game. As they liked to play with each other’s toys,

they began playing with each other’s dreams. One child would say to

another, “Can I go into your dinosaur dream? I am in your dream with

you, and I want to take part in it myself.” They would invite each other

to play in each other’s dreams, as they did when they invited other

children to their homes. Are not dreams homes too?

Another important thing was that the dreams had to be written.

Those who were beginning to write felt a new motivation, because now

they had the goal of writing their own dreams. Teachers noticed an

improvement in writing skills, most likely because the children believed

that it was their own text and not something taken from a book. These

children took a test traditionally used in that school to measure readi-

ness for learning and writing the alphabet, and for the first time there

was an upgrade in the usual scores. Other children developed their ca-

pacity to draw. They were inhibited before and allegedly would not draw,

but when asked to express inner images they would draw in a completely
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new way. The spontaneity of those drawings, as you will soon see, is

amazing, and there is no interference whatsoever from the teachers.

Furthermore, the teachers believed that they were discovering their

pupils. For example, they said: “Now I understand why Tom was rest-

less all the time and why Jane was so gloomy. I understand why last

week Johnny was behaving in a certain way and now he has changed,

because it is all in his dreams.” Sometimes a child goes to school, en-

ters the daily ritual, and the teacher is completely ignorant of central

psychological facts, like mom and dad went away to Europe for a month.

Tina goes to school, sits lost in a world of potent fantasies that her

parents will not return, and the teacher just says, “Pay attention!” How

can Tina pay attention if last night in her dream she saw two balloons

carrying her parents up and disappearing in the sky? How can Bob put

aside the hard fact that his turtle died and that he is now wondering if

it had a soul and that it might return as a fish. He is also thinking that

he should have buried it or written its name on a stone. This is where

Bob is, but the teacher is talking about grammar. Can she not for a little

while also talk about life and death, rebirth, soul, and funeral rituals?

If the teachers were connected to dream motifs and fantasies, they

would have a new criterion to select topics for discussion. The teach-

ers would then be addressing a vital concern in a specific child, and the

whole classroom would benefit.

Teachers have to follow a course program, but there is some free-

dom left. This is what was used creatively in this experiment. The idea

was to pick a subject that was recurring or prevalent at that time but

that usually would not be considered appropriate. For instance, these

topics emerged from the children’s dreams: what does one feel or fan-

tasize when mommy is pregnant, when parents get divorced, when

grandma dies, when someone is angry with you. Another important

topic for conversation was the school and the teacher’s shadow. Both

the dangerous side of the school and the nasty side of the teacher ap-

pear in the pupils’ dreams. Schools do engage in long meetings to achieve

self-evaluation, but if they really want to do it they might consider the

way their shadow appears in those dreams. We will see some of them.

Now that we have thousands of dreams we must decide how to store

them, and for that criteria are needed. Also, I believed that we needed
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to organize the material according to some prevalent topics. An unex-

pected reaction was that teachers became interested in noting their own

dreams and in studying not dream interpretation but dream symbol-

ism. They started with Gaston Bachelard and are now beginning to read

some of Jung’s seminars and the works of Joseph Campbell.3 As a re-

sult of their involvement, they developed an approach of their own,

organizing a file for each child, detecting recurrent patterns, looking

at whole series of dreams and recognizing each child’s style, and no-

ticing, through dreams, that a certain child must have had some prob-

lem that week—so they asked and talked about it. Instead of using

psychological concepts and jargon, they have been making comments

like, “I think Ted is stuck, but he may overcome it now, because last

week there was this image in his dream in which such and such hap-

pened.” When doing that, teachers are not competing with the school

psychologist, nor feeling insecure about a discipline they have not stud-

ied. On the contrary, they are speaking based on evidence with which

they are in close contact. That is the source of their new knowledge. It

is clear now: dreams can be used as a tool to improve the capacity to

learn, both for children and their teachers. All learn together. The ar-

chetype is no longer split between all knowledge on one side and all

ignorance on the other.

This experiment is being carried out in an upper-middle-class

school, attended exclusively by privileged, white children. My hope is

to take this project to public schools and do exactly the same thing. All

the teachers I have been talking about, who can do their work under

good conditions, have agreed to pass on the know-how we have devel-

oped to teachers in the public system. If and when that happens, it will

be possible to compare dreams of children in different social classes.

Do children living in ghettoes or slums have the same or different dream

motifs? Nobody, to my knowledge, has researched this. I know for sure

that dream structures will be the same, but I predict that motifs will

change. Because there are so many variables involved, researchers could

examine psychological, sociological, or anthropological issues using

that material. Perhaps we could start projects in other countries and

do national comparisons. I believe that this would be a sound way to

use Jungian psychology to bring soul back to education.
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Now let us listen to the children’s dreams and look at their draw-

ings. In the beginning I saw no order in this material, but gradually

different categories came to the surface by themselves. We will go into

each one of them. I remind you that this classification is a first attempt;

new headings can and will be adopted. Also, the same dream might

belong to more than one category.

Family and Home

A three-year-old boy’s philosophical dream opens our series: “The one

in green is my dog, and the other is my mother. I am a baby in her belly.

She was sunbathing and having a glass of fruit juice. I dreamt I was

inside my mother’s belly when I was a baby” (see color plate ). He drew

himself in the womb in black, and in green his mother holding a big

glass with two ice cubes. The smiling sun occupies the center of the

sheet. This boy is beginning to think about origins, and he already

knows that he has been inside his mother’s belly. It cannot be affirmed

that he also knows how he got in there, or how he came out. Here we

have a good example of a sound process of becoming conscious through

efficient thinking (the smiling sun), the early search for an answer to

the mystery of life. If not interfered with, this is a natural process for

children and corresponds to an organization of logical thinking from

its unconscious matrix in fantasy. The dream, therefore, helps the boy

to build his own knowledge. The important point, in this case, is the

possibility of presenting the question in front of the teacher and class-

mates, bringing up this topic for legitimate discussion in the classroom.

A four-year-old girl dreamt that she was a red flower. Her father was

a sunflower, and her mother, a daisy. They were in the same garden but

her parents’ stems had been cut. We could ask what is happening with

the parents or follow another track and realize that in this drawing full

of vitality this girl is giving expression to an important psychological

fact: her unconscious has decreased her parents’ importance and in-

creased her own, reinforcing her growing process and her ego without

the interference of too-strong parental figures. Here we can see how a

dream like this supports the ego, contrary to the old belief that through

education ego and imagination should be kept apart.
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I compared two dreams by the same three-year-old girl. This cap-

tion accompanied one of the drawings: “It was raining; the water

washed away all the little plants in my home and then they faded.”

Lower, six months later: “I was taking a walk with my mother and then

a monster appeared in the middle of the way.” Rain, for this girl, ap-

pears not in its creative aspect to promote growth, but to destroy what

has been achieved. The appearance of the monster, in this context, is

very disquieting. The teacher does not have to be a therapist to use these

two dreams as an indication that this girl must be undergoing some

emotional difficulty at home. Perhaps her mother is pouring a rain of

hard criticism over her feelings. Once they were encouraged to do so,

teachers quite naturally began to pay closer attention to children hav-

ing this kind of dream. They gradually became familiar with difficult

situations of young children. This new access to their pupils’ subjectiv-

ity made them feel that they were now looking at them from a different

angle. This girl cannot be properly evaluated in her school performance

leaving her two dreams out of the picture.

These are two dreams by a four-year-old girl. The lower drawing

illustrates this scene: “I was in the sea and there was a whale who be-

came my friend. I was with my father and his girlfriend” (see color plate

). The parents are going through a separation, and the father already

has a new companion. We can see the whale in the center, and in the

sky what seems to be her apartment building, with herself, perhaps, in

the window. We could say that she is standing at left, followed by her

father, wearing a hat, and another woman. At right, a man, also wear-

ing a hat, shoots at the whale. Note that this dramatic episode is in the

drawing, but not in the dream text. Is father hurting the mother image

for this girl? Is the upper part of the drawing, with a heart, a comet,

and a dark spot opposite the sun, trying to compensate for the pain

portrayed below? The dream above reads: “There was a hen and she

was laying eggs. I was swimming in a swimming pool.” She has not

drawn the hen but three women, one very small, and several eggs, three

being red and the rest black. Hen and whale can be seen as mother fig-

ures. If the first is friendly but hurt, the second is mothering and might

procreate. Dark clouds hover over her name in the sky. We do not know

if anybody is trying to help this girl who has to go to school carrying
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this drama inside her, but it is clear that the unconscious is doing its

work, giving her images through which she can contact her deep feel-

ings. In the future, because all these drawings are copied and the origi-

nals returned to the children at the end of the year, this girl will be able

to look again at these images and perhaps understand what she was

going through when she was four.

Now we have a dream—a drawing and text written by the boy him-

self—that serves as important evidence of the connection between

writing and self-expression (see color plate ). Writing here takes on

the same quality as drawing, and this fact had never been observed

before in the school. The practice of narrating dreams therefore stimu-

lates both drawing and writing. In the lower part, four ducks are float-

ing on the sea, and the text reads: “I dreamt that I was aboard, the ship

turned over and I fell into the sea with my family.” In the drawn image

there is no ship and no shipwrecks. Turned into a family of ducks, all

are afloat. If this dream is indicating the presence of some turmoil in-

side the family (the ship capsized), we can see in it, at the same time,

how in his psyche this boy finds reassurance.

Let us consider a last dream in this “Family and Home” series, told

and drawn by a five-year-old boy: “I dreamed that my mother was home

and she threw a spider out of my window” (see color plate ). The apart-

ment building, its floors and windows, plus the spider, are all repre-

sented in the drawing. In my view, this suggests the hypothesis—if I

take the spider as a symbol of autonomous negative fantasies that cause

fear or night terrors—that this boy’s mother, or his inner mother as

we therapists would say, appears in her constructive dimension and

actually helps him to get rid of some of his fears. If this is so, the dream

would be indicating an unconscious process whereby impediments to

growth are being resolved. If fear appears in the classroom, and the

teacher related it to this dream, she might encourage the boy to dare

more and overcome it, trusting that he is ready for it.

School

The first dream is told by a child who just turned three: “I dreamt that

I was in school and on the teacher’s bookshelf there was a real baby.
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Then my friend Louise screamed at me, saying that I couldn’t take the

baby with me because it was hers. Then I left the baby on the bookshelf

and didn’t take it home with me. Then I woke up” (see color plate ).

This dream allows us to believe that the experiences this girl is having

at school have facilitated her development, because she is already able

to leave behind the baby that she has been. A dream such as this should

be taken as a parameter for this girl’s evaluation, together with other

kinds of traditional indicators. If teachers understand this language

of dreams, they will perceive the opposite situation, when a child finds

emotional difficulties in growing. They could then search for the nega-

tive impact that the school milieu is—or they are—having on that

child.

Another one, by a six-year-old boy: “I dreamt with an alien. I was in

school, a flying saucer appeared and then I had a fight with them. I was

the only one clever enough to do it. Then I woke up” (see color plate ).

This boy sees himself as a hero in school, courageous enough to com-

bat unknown enemies because he is in possession of his cleverness, and

he has the chance to use the word “alien,” which is not common par-

lance. He does not identify the separate characters in his drawing. In

other words, maybe some children do feel that they are aliens until they

reach a definite self-image. As a hero, this boy is perhaps affirming his

ego identity against fantasies of inadequacy. If this assumption is true,

his dream is a clue both to the teacher as how to deal with him, and to

himself, as a boy growing strong.

A five-year-old girl had a dream that referred to a hidden problem

in the school: “I dreamt that I cut my finger here in the school with a

blade. I like the dreams I have, but not this one. They changed the sand

pool, instead of a rectangle, it was oval. We didn’t know there were little

holes in the sand. Vivian and Julie cut their fingers in the little hole,

but I didn’t see the blood” (see color plate ). If the school principals

want to work on the school’s shadow, they should study this dream. In

her dream, the girl realizes that something hidden on the playground

causes harm to her and her classmates. One of the girls in the drawing

has no arms, at left we see razor blades, and at right, amputated hands

stuck in the ground. Cutting one’s finger or having to show fingers to

the witch is a classical image in fairy tales. Criticism sometimes cuts as a
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blade, castrating spontaneity, or the will to act. Fingers are essential for

writing, drawing, and other manual works. In this case, it is up to the

school to reveal where the witch is hiding. The girl cannot do that alone.

Growth

This topic appears in simple dream reports such as, “The other day I

went alone to the playground in my building, called my friend, and in

the end I swam alone because he didn’t follow me.” One part of him is

afraid to go out unaccompanied and plunge into his new experiences,

but he identifies with the resolute part that has courage and initiative.

It is probable that when this dream was shared the boy felt proud of

himself. Growth is constellated in the unconscious, so the pupil might

respond positively to stimuli involving new habits and leaving behind

infantile fixations.

A certain teacher noted that during a math class a shy six-year-old

girl, who up until then had not shared any dream, came to her and said

that she wanted to tell a dream right then. The teacher called the at-

tention of the class, the ongoing activity was interrupted, and the girl

related the following story: “I dreamt that I was inside a back-sack, then

I stuck my head out, cried for help, but to no avail because my mother

was sleeping” (see color plate ). Then she proceeded to draw the scene:

she is closed inside the sack and her head is not out. Her mother is asleep

in a square and is caught by four crossed lines, a double “no.” The

teacher is not her therapist, so she is not asked to interpret anything,

but the scene itself, besides the way in which the dream was told, is a

cry for help. I have asked the teachers to pay special attention to dreams

in which there is an indifferent, careless, or right away non-caring

mother figure. Because they naturally carry a mother projection and

are to a certain degree mother substitutes—although they are not

trained to understand thoroughly the nature of this role—teachers tend

to think that maybe they should provide to such children something

they are not getting from their own mothers. To be kept inside a back-

pack, generally used to carry books, suggests oppression, loss of free-

dom, perhaps a difficulty to do homework. Maybe the girl is afraid of

the world and wants to hide in some safe, womb-like place, and her
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dream says, “No mother’s help. Either you stay in the backpack, or you

come out by yourself.” The fact is that both the dream and the drawing

are expressing something that this girl would be unable to verbalize.

A four-year-old boy had two separate dreams in which the ques-

tion of courage toward reality and fantasy was distinctly formulated.

The first dream: “I dreamt that there was a monster in the terrace, but

he was wearing a costume. He was not a real ghost, but a person wear-

ing a mask.” This is another aspect of the question of growing, namely,

the distinction between real and imaginary fears. This image contains

the whole dynamics of fear: is it a mask or a monster? The second

dream: “I dreamt that there was a monster on my terrace, and he was

not disguised, it was a real monster. It was dark, I was not dreaming

and went to my mother’s bedroom.” The drawing is very revealing (see

color plate ). The false monster is represented by the labyrinth of

imagination, a pure fiction made of a thread of thoughts, and the real

one, by a concrete weird head, that is, a truly felt fear. Discriminating

what is and what is not, in other words, growing psychologically, is not

an easy task. Here we see that it is the dream, not the school, that is

teaching this boy this complex lesson.

Another interesting situation is presented by a dream in which a five-

year-old boy discriminates between freedom from parental authority

and limits imposed from within his own psyche. In his dream, he ar-

gues with the whole family and decides to sleep alone outside, inside a

tent in the building’s entrance lobby. It does not work out, because he

hurts his head on the hard floor. His grandfather then appears and tells

him that he should not do that. The dream puts him in a situation of

self-examination, and for him that is where growth is, not in prema-

ture independence.

We could postulate the hypothesis that each step in the process of

growing is worked, commented, or stressed by the unconscious, and

this experiment gives us a wealth of material to check it. Take for in-

stance the difficult moment of leaving behind the habit of sucking a

pacifier. A four-year-old girl reported the following in her class: “I

dreamt that I was sucking my pacifier, and then I told this to my cousin

Peter, who also does it. He then said that dreams are true.” We think it

is a behavioral training on the part of parents or teachers to change
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that habit, but for the child it is a deep problem that has to be worked

inside.

A five-year-old girl portrayed herself with an open smile, in com-

plete happiness, her hands and feet looking like flowers (see color plate

). And that was because in her dream she was going to the toy store

all by herself. All the shelves at left are filled with red toys, which she

can grab with her flower hands. Here we have an indication that the

road ahead is open for this girl; she has pleasure in what she does and

is proud of her courage to go after her objects of desire. She does not

need mom as an intermediary to reach what makes her happy. Parents

and teachers should become familiar with dreams that depict a state

of well-being in children to have a pattern of comparison when some-

thing is going wrong.

Just one more example of a self-regulatory activity of a child’s psyche.

The drawing is the dream text, in Portuguese, which I translate: “I was

driving and then I did not know how to brake and then I hit the car

and I died” (see color plate ). The pedals can be seen at left. So what

is the problem with this three-year-old boy? He goes on and on and

on, following his impulse, until he crashes with some obstacle. The part

of him that does this has to die; he has to learn how to gain control

over himself. But this is not behaviorism, it is the voice of a dream in-

forming us that a mechanism of self-restraint is at work.

The Witch

We will now look at three dreams, all reported by girls. The first, by a

six-year-old: “One night I went to sleep and then a witch appeared and

cut my hand off.” The accompanying drawing (see color plate )—we

have already noted how often the drawings complement the dream

text—emphasizes not the amputated hand, which in fact does not ap-

pear, but instead the witch’s tool, a cutting device, represented three

times. In the place of the hand are organized blood stains. This girl,

through her dream eye, is attempting to understand the negative

mother’s power to curtail her actions. She is collecting evidence of how

many times she is affected. We could presume that, because she is study-

ing and amplifying the weapon used against her, she is trying to find
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out how to disarm her opponent. The teacher was warned, to her great

surprise, that she herself might be playing the witch role—her profes-

sional shadow—and so the matter should be carefully studied.

Parallel to the report mentioned above, in which the boy tried to

distinguish between a false and a true monster, a girl turning six goes

through the same experience: “I dreamt that I was watching TV and

there was this witch movie and a guy with a bent head. Then both came

out of the screen and I was frightened.” She drew the television screen

with a face, the two characters within a larger frame and then herself,

armless, smashed against a chair (see color plate ). The terrible fig-

ures are entering her three-dimensional world. She cannot avoid con-

fronting them, but her fear makes her powerless. This girl’s situation

differs greatly from the one who examines the witch’s cutting device.

She is not yet ready to deal with a negative emotional scene in which

she feels powerless.

Another girl, age five and a half, recounts: “I was dreaming in my

bed and then this witch came; she tied me to a chair and was going to

cook me in her pot, but then my father stepped in; he rescued me and

took me home.” She drew the scene in the moment before her father’s

arrival, when she was alone in the house with the witch (see color plate

). It might be argued theoretically that the father can play a decisive

role in this witch-girl relationship, if the girl does not possess her own

resources. Being tied to a chair suggests immobilization, and quite of-

ten the mother’s animus does that if a child does not eat or do home-

work properly. Working with adults, we have learned the kinds of marks

those early punishments sometimes leave. It might also indicate ex-

cessive containment, inhibition, or prohibition of action, expansion,

or spontaneity.

Animals

A three-year-old boy’s dream was collected in the first week of the ex-

periment. The teacher wrote the text in the drawing: “I was trying to

run away, and then he bit me and then I kicked him.” He who? “A shark.”

And as a parallel, a boy the same age related: “In my dream an enor-

mous earthworm coiled around me and caught me.” He shows us how
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completely he was immobilized—only his head was out (see color plate

). As we have seen different reactions by three girls to a witch, here

one boy first tries to run away but then confronts the dangerous shark,

whereas the other cannot prevent the big worm from paralyzing him.

Although the boys are the same age, they have different ego configura-

tions. When I came into contact with these dreams, it occurred to me

that a bridge could be built between this dream experiment and expe-

rience art therapy. If these two boys, or the girls who were in different

ways trying to confront their fear of the witch, could represent the shark

and the big earthworm in clay or, even better, if they could interact dra-

matically with those creatures in a dance workshop, undoubtedly genu-

ine emotions would manifest because of the link with unconscious

material.

A six-year-old girl dreamt that her mother was pregnant, “but the

baby was a hippopotamus. Then I was putting on a skirt, but inside it

was full of ants. I was wondering if I should have my hair cut or not.”

In her drawing, the mother does not appear, only herself and her sym-

bolic skirt. The girl drew the baby proportionately very small, because

she views it as a strange hippo, that is, not her kind. Hardly would a

child expecting a sibling be able to express with words all the subtleties

of this typical situation, generally overlooked in school. It itches and

irritates. The rival-to-be must not be human! Dreams here are more

articulate than an educated ego, and that is exactly the reason why they

should be heard.

The same problem appeared in another girl’s dream. She was three

and a half. First she saw two monkeys, then she went under the bed

and heard a baby monkey crying. The threatening other, the future

brother or sister, at this point is represented as an animal.

Heroes

It was found that a good number of boys, many more than girls, re-

port dreams in which they play the part of heroes. That inner experi-

ence certainly corresponds to the gradual configuration of a sound, apt

ego that will enable the child to cope with ever-changing circumstances

in the environment. If dreams express that development, it makes no
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sense to defend a style of education that represses subjectivity and

imagination and threatening dimensions for ego formation.

Here is a good example, by a five-year-old boy: “I was Superman

and I attacked all the monsters. Ricky said I was a steel man.” In his

drawing, he knocked out the first monster of a row, but he still wrote

the “R” of his name, Pedro, in reverse. A few weeks later, this same boy

made another dream-drawing, but this time he wrote his “R” correctly,

first smaller than the other letters, then big and clear. Overcoming this

problem might in itself have been a heroic effort with success. The story

is: “I became a basket-ball player and I called Spaceman and the Rab-

bit to play in my team. There were one hundred monsters. Rabbit hit

the monster’s head with the ball, made a score. The monsters died

and we won.” Fighting the monsters has rules, one can win the game,

it is a matter of teamwork and cleverness. There are many dreams in

this category, but because they mainly follow this structure, this ex-

ample will suffice.

Death, Rebirth, Joy, and Transcendence

Children can have deep emotional experiences without even com-

municating to adults the extent of their feelings. A concise dream of

a five-year-old girl expresses that in a most direct way: “I dreamt that

my heart broke.” Nobody needs to be trained to use that image as a

clue to establish contact. A dream might refer to existential questions

that would greatly surprise the assumptions commonly made by

school professionals about what goes on in a child’s mind. Take for

instance the following, also by a girl, age six: “I dreamt that I was in

the sea, then I got lost, sank, and died. Then I resurrected, and went

on dying and resurrecting several times.” It seems unbelievable that

a small child is entertaining ancient ideas about life after death, re-

birth, and reincarnation. These are all archetypal motives turned into

dogmas by the great religions. People generally do not feel comfort-

able going into them as free-thinkers. In the following months, this

girl reported an impressive series of highly symbolic dreams and

drawings, later collected and exhibited on a large panel in her class-

room.
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Certain dreams refer to feelings and not so much to a dramatic plot

or an image. For instance: “I dreamt that I was so happy,” or “My dream

is well kept, and it had three colors,” or “I dreamt that I am a fairy.” A

three-year-old reported: “I dreamt that I was an angel in Heaven. Then

I turned my head down and woke up.” These dreams convince me of

the empirical foundations of Jung’s ideas concerning the archetypes in

the collective unconscious. After some negative projections that keep

us from recognizing the profound perceptions of children are with-

drawn, we now have some impressive evidence of descriptions made

by children about the origin and nature of the soul and its relation with

God and the whole of Creation. In his dream, a three-year-old boy can

live his angel dimension, but life on Earth calls him back down here.

I will close this chapter with the most unexpected of all dreams, told

by a six-year-old boy: “I was alone in the desert, and I saw a light. I

followed it. I came to a tent, which was lit from inside, and there I was

to meet God. But can you imagine? He did not shake hands with me.

So, in the end, I could not see his face. Maybe it was not God at all.”

The image he drew consisted of two hearts, half green and half blue,

and an abstract form as a kind of hand (see color plate ). This school

provides no religious teaching of any kind, but this boy is dreaming

the fundamental question of Western theology: Can man see God? In

his unconscious dimension, the dreamer lived an uncommon experi-

ence being in a desert and following a light. However, this is a com-

mon experience of spiritual leaders. The doubt as to the reality of that

experience is at the center of our culture and not at all his personal

problem. How do we know if we have been in God’s tent in the desert?

Maybe it is an invention. Maybe it is true. How do we know? Must we

believe in something we do not know? Or can we know? When the BBC

reporter asked Jung, “Do you believe in God?” Jung answered, “Believe?

I don’t need to believe. I know.” This boy is working on the same prob-

lem Jung worked all his life, and he drew man and God as two separate

entities, or two colors in the same heart: blue referring to the spiritual

or transcendent dimension and green to the concrete aspect of nature

and man. This boy’s drawing is saying that the heart is the place where

these two dimensions meet. Only in the heart can they be felt and un-

derstood as being one.
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When these children enter the first grade there is no longer a dream

experiment to allow them to share their inner visions. The process is

interrupted, because other school officials responsible for that section

thought it might be harmful to an education that seeks to prepare young

citizens to be successful in their future careers. Nevertheless, each child

upon graduation from kindergarten takes home a folder with all the

dreams told and drawn during the experiment. I believe this to be a

priceless document of the soul that can only grow in significance as

time goes by.
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–



     (  )

drug problem, transforming, –

duck dream (child’s), , pl. 

Dwelling (exhibit), 

earthworm dream (child’s), –,

pl. 

eclipse (newspaper image), , 

education, one-sided approach, –

. See also “Dreams in the

Classroom”

egocide, defined, 

ego consciousness. See rationality

electrical lines and trees, –, –

elements (newspaper images), –

elephant’s tooth (newspaper image), 

Enchanted Rock visit, viii

Encyclopedia of Psychoanalysis, 

equator-sin declaration (papal), 

Ethiopian man, –, n

European explorers: as ancestral

father, –; ego-centered

psyche, –; and Indian

projections, –; projections

of, –. See also Indians

(American)

Eve projection, 

family-oriented dreams (children’s),

–, pl. –pl. 

father archetype, –, –

feminine archetype, , –, –

Fierz, Heinrich Karl, , 

finger dream (child’s), –, pl. 

fire images, , , f

fish dream (author’s), 

fish (newspaper image), 

flag-jewel (newspaper image), 

flower dream (child’s), 

“flower hands” dream (child’s), ,

pl. 

flying saucer dream (child’s), , pl. 

funerary urns image, , f

garbage: dreams/images, , f; and

trees, –

Garden of the Shadow, –

geese/drought images, –

God dream (child’s), , pl. 

God-satellite comparison, 

gorilla (newspaper image), 

gravel path/black man exhibit, –

green light in alchemy, 

Growth and Guilt (Zoja), 

growth dreams (children’s), –,

pl. –pl. 

growth problems and trees, –

Guarani Indians, 

hands as flowers dream (child’s),

, pl. 

helicopter (newspaper image), ,

f

hen dream (child’s), –

hero dreams (children’s), , ,

–

Hillman, James, 

hippopotamus and ants dream

(child’s), 

home-oriented dreams (children’s),

–, pl. –pl. 

hospital tree, 

House of Lanterns (exhibit), –



(  ) 

House-Tree-Person test, 

housing (newspaper image), 

imagination and education, –

immortality, Talmud description, ix

India, tree sacredness, 

Indians (American): as ancestral

mother, –; ancient cultures,

–, ; consciousness of, –

; and cross/crucifixion

symbology, –; destruction vs.

integration, –, –; and

European projections, –;

modern, –, –; projec-

tions onto Europeans, –;

psychological task, –; and

trees, –

insects (newspaper images), –

intelligence and unconscious, –



Isis statue-diver (newspaper images),

, f

Jasone (Terena native), 

Jesuit missionaries, –

jewelry (newspaper images), , 

joy dreams (children’s), 

Jupiter (newspaper image), , f

Kalff, Dora, 

Kamayurá Indians, –

Kawai, Hayao, 

knowledge and unconscious, –

“The Lambspring Figures,” n

lamp post drawing (author’s), , f

Latin American identity, ancestral

psyche, –. See also Indians

(American)

Lenin cake (newspaper image), , f

lightning bug (newspaper image), ,

f

Louis XIV-politician (newspaper

images), , , f

Lucifer projections, –

male-female relations (European-

Indian), , –, –, –

mandala symbolism, 

McMillan, Frank, III, viii

Memories, Dreams, and Reflections

(Jung), 

mercury, –

messianism (Indian), 

monkey dream (child’s), 

monsters: children’s dreams, , ,

–, , pl. , pl. –pl. ;

newspaper images, , 

Moore, Thomas, 

mother archetype: and Latin

American identity, –, –;

newspaper image, 

mummy-actress (newspaper images),

, f

myths/mythmaking: newspaper images,

–; as soul expressions, –

nest/housing comparison, 

newspaper images: anima, –;

animal world, –; author’s

hypothesis, xiii, –, ; dream

world, –, –; elements,



     (  )

–; myth-oriented, –; power

symbols, , –; as psyche

medium, –; role of Jungian

analysts, –

O Estado de São Paulo, circulation

statistics, . See also newspaper

images

oil spill (newspaper image), 

one-sidedness: art/alchemy meta-

phor, –; education, –

Oshossi (deity), 

pacifier dream (child’s), –

Palace of Death and Darkness, 

palm trees, –, 

Paradise fantasy/projection, , 

parenting, –, –

Peron, Evita (newspaper image), 

“The Philosophical Tree” (Jung), 

Pices era, , 

Pinochet (newspaper image), , f

playground dreams (children’s), 

political figures (newspaper images),

, , f, , , f

Portuguese explorers. See European

explorers

power archetype, 

power-oriented images, , –

presidents (newspaper images), , ,

, f

projections. See crossed projection

process; trees

Quarup ritual, –

Quetzalcoatl projection, 

Rafael (boy), –

railway ties exhibit, 

rainbow (newspaper image), ,

f

rain dream (child’s), 

Ramses statue-secretary of treasury

(newspaper images), 

rationality: education, –;

European development, –

reality, challenge of change, xi–xii

rivers/trees compared, 

Rodrigo (boy), –

Rolls Royce symbol, 

Rosen, David, , 

sand/hole exhibit, –

sandplay therapy, 

São Paulo: art exhibits, –;

population statistics, ; tree

statistics, 

sarcophagi (newspaper image),

, f

satellite-produced images, , f

school dreams (children’s), –,

pl. –pl. 

secretary of treasury-Ramses statue

(newspaper images), 

senator-Louis XIV (newspaper

images), , , f

shamans, –, –

shark dreams (children’s), –

shoe exhibit, –

sibling dreams (children’s), 

silo exhibit, –

Sioux Indians, 

slavery and suicide, 



(  ) 

spider dream (child’s), , pl. 

Spider man-president (newspaper

image), 

sports images, 

squares exhibit, –

Staden, Hans, 

suicide and slavery, 

sun/eclipse (newspaper image), , 

Superman dream (child’s), 

synchronicity, role of, –

syringe/mercury exhibit, –

teachers: in dreams project, –;

surrogate mother role, –

therapy, , 

Ticuna painting, –

treeboy myth, –

trees: analyst’s interest/task, –,

–; biological response to

trimming, ; as garbage

receptacles, –; human

biology compared, –;

McMillan’s dream, viii; planting/

trimming mutilations, –,

f; as projections of growth

problems, –; rivers com-

pared, ; sacredness/impor-

tance, –, –; symbolism,

–, , , –; synchro-

nicity experience, –

tribal life, –, , –

turtles, vii–viii

Umbanda religion, 

unus mundus, n

urban unconsciousness. See art

exhibit, symbols explored; trees

von Franz, Marie-Louise, , 

von Martius, Carl, 

water: in alchemy, –; dreams

about, ; newspaper images,

, f

weed drawing (author’s), –

whale dream (child’s), , pl. 

wind, newspaper images, 

witch dreams (children’s), –,

pl. –pl. 

womb dream (child’s), , pl. 

writing skills, “Dreams” project, 

Xavante Indians, newspaper image,

, 

Zoja, Luigi, 

Zoro Indians, –
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